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COMMUNICATIONS.
Correspondence of the
Letter from the Maine 23d.

Press.

the determination to establish forever a government of absolute despot ism ; a government
whose corner stone i« the blood, soul, and sinew of a man—not the representative of a distiuct race, as some very plausibly claim, but a
race utilise any other ever before existing,
whose life-blood, whose love of country, earthly interests, and eternal hopes are the same
-ATj with the oppressors.
A slaveholder told me the other day that
No. 90.Middle Street
“the history of the world tells of no nation
wherein two distinct races lived together for
a length of time peaceably.
One race,” he
1 said, “must always be in subjection to the othHAVE BEEN RECEIVING
er.” I did not deign to controvert this assertion, Imt suggested that the application of his
New and Desirable Styles o!
I cherished theory to the existing relations between the free and slave population of the
; .South, are hardly consistent with
facts, as the
-AND“distinction” of blood or race noticeable in
l the slave population, was generally on the side
FURNISHING
ot the white race. The theories which the adWhich they offer at
vocates of slavery eliminate from
Scripture,
i lrom history, and the assumed superiority of
Prices to suit the Times !
! one race to another, do not even stand the
OT^Callia before purchasing elsewhere, and see
test of farts, such a« can tie produced
by thou! sands in connection with slavery in the United jor yourself !
i States.
95 MIDDLE STREEt.
The mass of those who compose the Union
oc29dtf
arc
army
daily witnessing tile effects of the
j system which is blighting with its accursed
j breath the lairest portion of the creation; and
they cannot hut l>e thoroughly impressed with
a sense of the titter
inconsistency of fighting
for the Union, and trying to save, at the same
Everybody will buy
time, such a rotten ami offensive system as negro slavery.
American Silks
Sometimes you hear an individual—he may
lie one wtio professes to settle the whole mat-ATter with one essential thrust at the abolitionists. or he may lie an otliecr, striped ami strappedand pompous; you hear such an one descanting upon tile rebellion ami its causes, the
CLAPP’S BLOCK.
probable result, Ac., to the country; you undrc29eodtf
ostentatiously enter into the conversationgiml
inadvertently, though in keeping with the argument. you propose the freedom of the slaves j
in the South, in order to crush the rebellion.
Presently your dogmatical friend or the one I
with the trappings on, appears offended; you
persevere in the attempt to establish your
premise, when you are cut short with the ster- RALLY TO THE
FLAG!
eotyped fling at the d—d abolitionists, or tliat
formidable and conclusive argument ( ?) so often heard. “I)-n a nigger any how!”
It is unpopular with a class. I find, to be an
NEW RECRUITS WANTED!
abolitionist, I suppose because it implies a love
of humanity, ami a desire to see universal jus- |
tice triumph over oppression ami wrong. It
j
is considered by some persons to be no ciedit
Latest from Headquarters !
to a man's head or heart to feel any sympathy
with the downtrodden who are continually
—obefore him in their poverty and degradation.
So he it. Let those persons reflect that it is
not wise to set at naught the counsels
ofexperience, nor the invariable lessons which histoand
the
wicked and the
ry teaches;
though
oppressor, may flourish lor a season, and “lord
it" over the weak with a high hand, yet the
day of restitution will surely come. The bondI man and all those who suffer wrong, will lie
avenged, and restored to the dignity and rights
of manhood.
Scbai.tebx.

MISCELLANEOUS.

j

Ferry, Md., Jan. 4,1863.
Dear Press:—Nothing of particular importance has transpired within the limits of

this command since our unceremonious leavetaking of Offutt's Cross Roads two weeks ago.
The 23d has, however, changed its headquarters from Mnddy Branch to this place, about
10 miles, aud Co. B now occupies the spot
made vacant by said change, at Muddy Branch :
Co. G, Capt. Lamb, is at Seneca, Lock 23.
Companies D and I are at Great Falls; all the
rest are here at hea dquarters.
The sanitary condition of the regiment is
rapidly improving. During the last two weeks
we have lost four, viz: Barton A. Field of
Lewiston, Co. A, Dec. 23d, of Typhoid fever;
Luther P. Barnard of
Co. B, Dec.
24th, Typhoid fever; Forrester Brackett of
Bridgton, Co. B, Dec. 25th, Pneumonia; and
Edwin Q. Charles, of Lovell, Co. B, Jan. 3d,
Pneumonia following the measles. The three
first died in hospital at Offutt’s Cross Roads,
Mr.Charles died in hospital here.
There are various rumors afloat in camp
which cause apprehensions of a rebel raid in
this vicinity.
Unless, however, the rebels
come in good force, they will meet with no
rebuff
in
their
slight
persistent endeavors to
woo “my Marylnnd’’ to their infernal coalition.
There is here a brigade of four regiments of
infantry, a battalion of cavalry consisting of
three companies of “Scott’s SHJU,’’ and an effective, well drilled battery of light artillery.
Tlie brigade lias headquarters at Poolesville,
five miles distant.
The 23d is only half a
mile from the river.
There is much evidence of a strong secession sympathy among the residents ol Poolesville and vicinity. There are at this time, many Marylanders from this section in the rebel
army. The noted cavalry chief, Capt White,
formerly lived here, and it was a port ion of his
force, whicli a few weeks ago, made a dash
over here, and captured a squad of Scott’s
cavalry, killed the brave Sergt. Stiles, and
committed sundry depredations upon prop-

Novelties!

tively barren aud unproductive, though showing occasionally, signs of enterprise, aud atof

improvement.

The

general appear-

things, however, gave over-sum for
frequent disparaging remarks on the part of
the soldiers, and some of the officers, like this,
“Well, I haven’t seen anything round here
worth fighting very hard for.”
But, since
coming here, the feeling and opinion are changed, and I hear numerous expressions of admiration of the “maguifleent farms,” “splendid
dwellings,” etc., about Poolesville, and all over
this region. It is, indeed, one of the loveliest sceues I ever witnessed, to stand on an
elevation, and view for miles the panorama of
fields, woods, mountains and river. Even now,
during the first days of January, a season
which to us Northerners is suggestive only of
cold feet, frost-bitten noses and deep
snows,
we eqjoy such fine weather, and behold so many bean ties in nature that

one finds it a succession of delights to take a trip on the canalboat ulong tire banks of the Potomac. Coming from below yesterday, I found it verypleasant lying on the cabin deck in the warm
sunlight, without more than my overcoat
around me. The river is alive with wild ducks
swimming and flying in every direction, and
so tame, that one can almost catch them with
Our pickets complain sorely Irethe band

Interdicted from shooting any
game. Firing, except at targets when discharging the pieces a"er being on guard duty,
Is prohibited.
Lookiug at the country about here as it is,
and comparing its present conditi'eu witli that

cause

they

Virginia, only a few miles across the river,
one caunot help congratulating the
people of
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Konst nnd Ground Coffee,
SPICES,

CREAM TARTAR, SALF.RATUS,
SWEET HERBS, t/C.,

desired by the
put up in every variety of
trade, and warranted a« heretofore. Grateful for
past favors, he will endeavor to merit the continued
confidence of the public.
J. GltAMf, 49 Union Street,
decl8d&wlm
Portland, Me.
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(until his shop is rebuilt.) ready to answer any orders

for steam, ga- and water pijies.
Steam ami Oas Fttings of all descriptions.
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or
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Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery, Boilers. Water Tanks, Ac.
Will devote his personal attention to arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
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dccltidtf
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to look at
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stock before purbought before the great
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1G3 [Middle Street,
JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
Portland.
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Ptea.1
JAMES P. SLEEPER,

d6in

INVESTMENTS !

furnishing

undertaker,
Ifo. Ill Exchange Street, Portlnnd,
Residence rear of 411 Congress Street,
keeps conon hand all the various kinds or
stantly

of the above, 1
one else.

cau

AND

CASKETS,

furnish them

Aug 6.18S2.

POST OFFICE

cheaper than any

JAMES P. SLEEPER.
...

GOULD,

74 Middle

St.,

Up Stairh.

nov27 dtf

INTERNALJtEVENUE.
of the provisions of the Act of Con“An Act to provide Internal Kevenue to support the Government and way the interest
on the public debt,” approved July 1st", 1862, 1 hereby give notice that I have received from the Assessor
of the First Collection District in the State of Maine,
the anuual Lists oi Taxes and Duties assessed in the
and the monthlv List lor the
month of
in mths of October and
November, 1862; that the
said Taxes and Duties have become dueaud payable,
and that 1 will be in attendance at my office," over
Store No. 92 Commercial Street, Portland, from the
first to tlic fifteenth day of January, 1863, for the
purpose of receiving said taxes, and granting Licenses to all persons within that portion of the First
District included in the County of Cumberland.
And I further give notice, and call attention to the
following provisions of the Act:
“All persons who shall neglect to pay the duties
and tares, so as aforesaid assessed upon them, to the
Collector or his Deputies, within the times above
specified, shall be liable to pay ten per c*.ntum a<ldittonal uihm the amount thereof.”
And I would also call attention to the following
provisions of the said Act, respecting Licenses:
“If any person or persons shall exercise or carry
on any trade or buniness hereinafter mentioned, for
the exercising or carrying on which trade or business
a license is required by this act, without taking out
such license as in that" behalf required, he, she, or
they shall, for every such offence, respectively, forfeit
a penalty equal to three times the amount of the duty
or sum of money imposed for such license.”
NATH’L J MILLER.
Collector of 1st Collection District
in the State of Maine.
dtf
Portland, Dec. 13th, 1862.
pursuance
INgress
entitled

POSTAGE

presenting Stamps

redemption must
separate them according to the different denominations, and enclose each in a small parcel, ami endorse

thereon the number and value of the same. The parcels must then be enclosed in one sealed envelope.and

lottery

MOSES

PORTLAND.

RULES

oh«orved

Applications

20 HOUSES, at prices from #1000 to #6000.
100 HOUSE Id U S, at pi ices from $2U0to #3000.
2.000.000 feet of FLATS.
1.000.000 leot of LAND.
2 STOKE LOTS on Commercial Street.

First Collection District, Maine.

by pornon, presenting
STAMPS for redemption.
TO
1. Persons
for
be

GREAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE THE RISE!

September,

Book,

Card &

Fancy Printing

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

JOB PRINTING

Eatablllhmont ia furniahed with all tlie
aj>.

Their

•oved modorn

machinery, and

SPARROW,

Book and
’a

adequate

Fancy Types,

to do any work

demanded in thia State

THE FIRST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1862.

name of the Company.
Eliot
Fire Insurance Company.
Whore located? Boston.
When incorporated ? February 16,1849.

Amount of Capital?
Amount of Capital actually paid in*
Number of shares, aud par value of
each? 4000—$50.
7. Amount of fire risks outstanding?
8. Amount of marine risks outstanding?
9. Total amount of outstanding risks*
10. Amount of United States stock or treasury notes owned by the Company?
State amount of each kind, aud par value and market value of each.
United
States Five per cent. 1866. p. v. per ah.

Business Cards of

Style

Every Variety

and Cost.

$200,000
20),000
7,799,883

45.000
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proved

sold

49.
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PAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES k GLUTEN ED
WHEN DESIRED.

iflerehantu,

AND DEALERS IS

and Cabin

Ship

Corner Commercial St. and

Portland,

—

Stores,

are

HALE.

associated ourselves
and style of

name

&

hare taken Store

No. lOO Commercial Street,
near Commercial Wharf—where we shall
keep constantly on hand.
Corn, Meal, Oats, Rye, Feed,
Ground Rock Salt, Ac.
AM A HI A II FROST,

Flour,

unsurpassed.

together

FRYE,

ADDISON FK1 K.

Mksbui. Flout ft Frye having leased my Xlllund
purchased my stock and trade, I cheerfully recommend them to

inv

customers.

Portland. Nov. 1,1832.

W. C.

BRADLEY.

HEAD OF
<jRW

STsSKRTUT,

MIDDLE

STREET,

Manufacturer,
IMPORTER
and is constantly manufacturing
and

stock.

-COX8IATINO

uov21

and

purchasing elsewhere.
No. 120 Middle Street.

Opposite

Smith'.

Wharf.Portiand,

HKXRY L. PAINS.
WILLIAM C. HOW.

-«-•

And

i« prepared to obtain from the
(fovernineiit. ,100bounty Mouey,
Back bay. fte., fi>r heir* of Officer* or Soldier*
dying

in the U. S. service.

Pensions

67,312 89

Augusta, Me.

(Office No. 9 State House.)

REFERENCE*:
Hon. Lot M. Morrill,
U. S. Senate,
Hon. James G. Blaine,
sepSOdA wUtf

CHEAP

Joseph B. Hall,
8ec’v of State,
Hou. Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer.

EXCHANGE

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
UAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHNS,
THE GENUINE LORBERY,
Pure and Free Burning,

CUMBERLAND

dir

with

large and

a

COAL

Coal*
strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.
are

best

quality,

and

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

Hard and Soft Wood.

New

taken store.

HAVE
(Fox Block.'and

AT No. 08 EXCHANGE STREET.
1>ortt>Dtl- 8ept. 24,1883.

eiilarge

dtf

YOU

-WANT THE-

Best

Ambrotype

Photograph,

or

not fail to call at No. 27 Market
Square, whera
they take FKHFKi T LIKKNF.S8FJ, and warrant .ati.faction. at pricer vhicli
defy competition.
N. H.—Large Ambrotype.
o»/p Ct/Tr-n Cent!.

DO

TRASK A LEWIS,
Square, h’cl Preble St.

27 Market

dtf

WILLIAM

A.

PEARCE,
PLUMBER,
-MAKER

OF-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

CLOSETS,

LxcHaaoE Strict-, Tobtlaud, Ma.

Warm, Cold and Shower Hat he. IF.uk Bore It, Brail
and Silrrr rioted Corkt.

L'VLHT Description of Water Fixtnre for Dwell.
ri ing Homo-..
Hotel., Public Building.. Ship, ke
arrwnged and net up in the be«t manner, antf all order* in town or
country fulthftillr executed. All
kind, of Jobbing promptly attended to.
Conutuntly on huud. Lead Pipe* and Sheet Lead,
und Beer Ihimp. of all kinds.
July29dly

Trunks!

S

Trunks!

VALISES, P0BTMA5TEAU8,
-and-

Carpet-Bags,

DI’RAI’I

MA ML

FACTOBV,

*

Driaing

and Fashionable Stock of the abort ar*
be found at this tmtablishnuiit.com*
,'rlption for a traveling outfit.
KK1883.
d«ra
J. R. DLRAN.

Ju

n:n\
every de

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS.

POOR,

SOLEISG

FOR

B^ry

Commission

or

poor.

HE^IDL'VG

Oil—for

pov17

Corner

mending

STORE,

F.xchange k Federal Streets.

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent.
MAXI'PACT CRICK OK

85 Commercial SI., opp. Thoma* Block,
Portland, me.
Q. Twitchull juISldtim J»'» P. Champlin.

B8T

COFFINS
—AND—

CASKETS,
To be found in this city, of every description, finished and trimmed

the Neatest

In

No.

C.

II.

3D

UNION

And will he sold

IRnna

sale

STEAM

AND

or

A

...

GAS

Done in the best

FITTING,

manner

I,.

J.

Partlaad. M«.

Watch-Maker,

N. B.—All work being promptly and peraonattended to, la warranted to give thorough satis-

ally
factiou.

Je23tf

Coats, Pants, Tests, Jackets,
..JJ.

Ladies’ Riding Habits, Ac.,
Cut. made and trimmed by

A. D. BEEVES,

J.

R. THOMPSON,
Is prepared to receive orders for

Marble,
Marble

Free Stone,

98

EXCHANGE

Portland. AuKU»t 6. 1862

Pearl and Federal Sta*.
PORTLAND, ME.

IHAOU
—

AUEAt’lf
AMD

T OW H

ASiD

Corporation Bonds,
with

covrows,

Town Notes and

Association.

No. 375 F Street,

Order*,

HATHAWAY,
Agent, Washington, IJ.

AND ALL OTHER KINDS

J W.

and

Promptly Executed

—AT

C

O*

PRINTING,
Neatly

Communications to be addressed to

ociil tt

dly

—

Soldiers’ Relief

Maine State

Tailor.
STREET.

Soap Stone,

Chimney Pieces. Monumental Work and
Grindstones.
Je23tf

place ia

CROSS,

Middle Slrerl,

"W'orlc.

Marble

city.

-C. 11. B. also manufactures-

Works 0 Union St., and 333 A 336 Fore St.,
PORTLAND, MF.

STREET.

than at any other

SHOW-CASKS, DESKS, AND DR A H ER-WORK
Of every description, including Taylor'* SblfSuppoRTixo Drawkk. the best kind ever made.
Cr All orders for Repairing Furniture. Varuiahmg, rphohtering. Chur Seating, (.lazing, 4c.,
JulSltf
promptly attended t«».

<8*

_

Retail.

cheaper

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.

141

AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OF I U’BINERT,
Yalv.a

Style,

BLAKE'S,

the

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
Rtoam P/via

IX-

AUK AT

It is invaluable for sole.ng or patching Boots and
| 8hoe*. aud for cementing Leather Belting it has no
equal.
aJT“ Only 26 Cants per Bottle, at

LORING’S DRUG

merchants.

DKALKRS

at*

Oomont,

lusolvable in Water

Co.)

STREET.

gentlemen’s

Boots and Shoes.

Hilton’s

E. Shaw 4

Goods, Ac.,

thob. h

OR

LOT II HOP,

As usual,Widens constantly
supplied with fresh
»ud fashionable BOOTS and SHOES, in evavariety and style lor
and laf
^^dies wear, and iuvite all his old customers
and the public geuerallv to give them a call whencrerthey desire to replenish tlieir “understaudtoirs.”
W W. L. is agent tor the Lcaiitt and Wilcox
4 liibbsSEWIN'(..MACHINE8. augft—*>nul

John

respectfully invite public
large and well selected stock of

Je24tf

W.

(Formerly

No. 7 5 Middle Street,

jui3itr

ROUTE,” in which there Is not a customer who has
fuiled to pay his monthly bills. A favorable chance
is thus offered to any one who may wish to engage in
the business, or to
his present "route ’”
novi2 eodtf

ClotBrf,

PLOtJB AND PBOVISIONS,

And solicit a share of public i>atrouagf, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals aud best stock
of drugs the market affords, aud a careful attention
in the dispensary department, to merit the confidence
of the public.

SAWl’EK A WHITNEY.
Iffilk Route for Sale.
inquiry at this office, or No. 92 Exchange St.,
can hear of a chance to buy a "MILK

Vesting*!

And is prepared to make them np at short notice.
Call and See,

AND

Drug Store!

C BOSNIA* A

The public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

one

and

full aftgortment of

a

Military

YORK STREET, rORTLAXD, ME.
je23iltf

Corner of

Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Wh'f.

BOSTON,

(elected Stock of

well

Cloths, C&ssimere*
A 1*0

—

TWITCH ELL A C1L4.UPLIN,

Sugar Refinery,

Jnltdtf

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

BY

ST1IEET.

JOIIX B. BUOWN A SO.\S,

WOOD,

FOR CASH,

DELIVERED TO ANY TART OF THE CITY.

Peace.

Tailor,

...

Portland, Aug. 6. 1S*Q.

Hon.

&

±l;s,

FROM

AND

No. 88 MIDDLE

I FURSITURE, IVORY, HOSE. CROCKERY,
GLASS ASl) EARTURS WARE.

SETH E. BE EDI

COAL

98

chas. k. c&obmax.

Procured for widows or children ol Officers and Soldiers who have died while iu the service of the United State*.
Prize Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back
Pay eo
lectcd for Seamen aud their heir’s
Fees, for each Pension obtained, Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will reee
prompt attention.
Post Office address

RETURNED

YORK

NAVY

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy

Pensions,

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled by sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.

1,496 78

AND

A. D. REEVES,

teutiou to their

Invalid

Dovj ,f

n, v

HAS JUST

—

Pension*.

underxiirned
rpiIE
A L* lifted State*

|

The Tailor,
NEW

Ml.

1

±j.

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

_

Bounty Money, Buck Pay,

Hoofing Slate,

Commercial Street,

W.

OF-

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.
$100

Portland. Me.

MY-

s,

CO.,t

uoos

ARMY

CAPE8, COLLARS. MUFFS. CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS. ROBES, <*c.,<*c.,
will be sold on the nun/
farm.
aIJ2^"Call
«fj*hichbefore

Portland, Maine.

Coni, Wood

tides
ALAK

MERRIU/S WHARF.

Commercial Siren,

ha* on hand,
from the best

All the Latest Styles of
F XT IX
a- O O D

k

-Dealera in-

No. 165 MIDDLE STREET.

! Corn, Flour and Grain,

SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

Thomas Block,

PORTLAND. ME

HENRY L. PAINE' & C0~

ALBERT WEBB & €0„

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

NO. 120

Wf UlIMtiElt,
No. 166 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,

Jul29d*wly

No. 124

Copartnership A'otiee.
h»ve this duy
WEunder
the

1R

July 14th. ISOS.

JOBETH

•.•P»rticul«r attention paid to procuring Frrighti,
purchasing i 'Wgott Bud Charter! for limit
dftwfirnT
August 2, 1862.

Bronze, Colored, and all other kind* of

Styles

Long Wh’l,

Me.

YEATON,

other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

And

Portland. June 26. 1862.

18,810 91

8« Commercial Street,

IF

BKOKEUS, CHANDLERS
—

LTPCH

•RIGS, DYE STIFFS, CLASS WAE1,
FLUID, KEROSENE OIL. Ac.,

End

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,

premiums

Before me,
Sam’l P. Hey wood,
Justice of the

jau2 tochjw

"

THOe

WHOIWIU DKAI.KR*

HALE,

MOl'LTOX'S BLOCK.

6EORGE A

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Suffolk pp.. Boston, Dec. 14, 1862.
Personally appeared George A. Curtis. President,
an
William M
Lathrop, Secretary of the above
Company and severally made oath that the above
statement, bv them subscribed, is, in their belief

(Signed)

VEATOX dc

Coinmission

ALL

Amount of tiie losses paid last year?
41,710 68
Amount of marine losses paid last year?
Amount of dividend paid the last year? 2 .809 28
Amount paid tor expenses of office?
9.728 60
Amount of other expenditures?
4,217 71
Amount received in cash for fire risks
not terminated ?
63,790 83
Amount required to re-insure all outstanding risks? Impossible to determine.
Amount of premum uotes on risks not
terminated ?
Amount of delinquent notes not charged to profit and loss?
Highest rate of interest received? Six
cent.
iighest rate of interest paid on money
borrowed? None.
How many shares of the capital stock
are pledged to the Company ?
None.
Balance to credit of profit and loss account?
61,140 96
Balance to debit of profit and loss account ?
How many shares of the capital stock
are owns 1 by the Company, or uot subscribed for? None.
What amount of the capital consists of
the stockholders’ notes? N' no.
GKO. A. CURTIS, President.
(Signed)
WM. M. LATHROP, Secretary.
(Sigued)

true.

ju!3»»dr,m

DEALERS IN

!ier

48.

exchanged.

AKO

Other sources?

47.

Hair Mattresson renovated.
Furniture re*
and varuishod. Chain re-caned in an immanner.
Second-hand Furniture bought

Billets & Circulars in Every
Variety of Type.

SHOP

against the

oil marine risks ?
30. A moil nt of notes received for premiums
on tire risks?
31. Amount of notes received for premiums
on marine risk.-*?
32. Amount of cash received for interest?
33. Amount of income received from all

46.

or

Exchange Street, Portland.

niiva if

termined?’

Company? [Unclaimed dividends.)

PEW-CVSU■

IOXS, 4*c., ffc.

BARKIS.

JOHN W. PERKINS A CO.,

PARKER,

SPR1XG-BBVS. MATTRESSES,

P«irod

Our

22. Amount of premium notes on risks terminated?
23. Amouut of borrowed money .specif) ing
collaterals given for the same?
24. Amount of losses due and unpaid?
26. Amouut ol losses claimedand unpaid ?
26. Amount of losses reported upon which
the liability of the Company is not de-

46.

Closet a, Urinals, Force and Suction rumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silrer Plated 4- Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.
tV All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water

Water

Cortland, Nor. 1, 1862.

13.0U0
13,700 00
15. Cash value ol real estate owned by the
Corapanv ? None.
16. Amount of cash on hand?
6,713 56
17. Amt of cash in hands of agents?
18. Amouut loaned on mortgage of real estate?
82,400 00
19. Amount loaned on collateral?
19,704 51
20. Amount loaned without collateral?
21. Amount of ail other investments?

43.

Street, Portland, Me.

NEATEST MANNER.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

14. Amount of railroad bonds? State ain't
of each kiud. and par value and market value of each.
par value, market val.
Western K. II. Co.
Bouds.6 per ct. 1875 1000 10.000 110 11.000
Ogdcnsburg, 7per ct, 1000 3 000 90 2,7u0

PKLIO

LTltrH^

(Formerly WILLIAM C. HOW

PLUMBERS,
No. 27 Union

148

Printing,

41.182 00

JOHN

Lounges, Bedsteads,

RILL-IIEADS RILED AND CVT IN

Executed in taste to suit the most fastidious.

of each kind, and par value and market value ot each.
par value, market val.
Boston k Worcester
K. K Co.,80 shares, 100 8,000 129$ 10,300
Boston & Providence
100 shares.
100 10.000 128 12.800
Fitchburg, 75 shares, 100 7,500 111$ 8.3»2
100 6,900 140 9.660
Western, 69 shares,

28. Amount of cash received lor
on fire risks?

I. D. MERRILL A CO.,

FURNITURE,

48.150 48,150 00

32.400

Street,

JOHN ROBINSON.
Portland, Dec. 15,1882.
declS tf

F.

COMMERCIAL STREET,

...

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

and fitted it up anew, I am now
ready to wait upon
my former customer, ai d the public generally, at all
hours, with all the luxuries of the day.

and

--119,289 00
13. Amount ol rail toad stocks? State ain't

27. Amount of all other claims

Having leased the building,
No*. 17 A 19 .... Exchange

WILLIAM

STORES.

(Opposite head of Widgery’a Wharf,)
PsrtUad. Me.

EXCHANGE

House.

FROST

12. Amonut of bank stocks? State amount
of each kind, aud par value aud market value of each.
par value, market val.
Elliot Hank,400shares, l«i0 4->,000 100 40,000
Itnvlstoil.
4')
lOU 4
1U
4RA.I
80
60 4,800 66 o.2*»
State,
100 2,000 116 2,320
Exchange 20
»•
40
loo 4.000 114 4.600
Tremont,
100 8.6n0 1««U 3.600
Hlackstoue. 35
7
Us)
700 106
756
Eagle,
67
100 5.700 108 6,156
Cranite,
80
100 8.000 100 8,000
Howard,
91
100 9,100 100 9,lo0
Maverick,
100
North.
100 10.000 93 9,300
M
Atlantic.
6»
100 6,000 83 4,150
Bankof Commerce,
75 shares,
100 7,500 1024 7.687
North America. 90
100 9,000 108 9.270
B'k of Republic,50 *’
100 6,000 93 4.650

42.

d,y

UPHOLSTERER

Dispatch.

1,940 00

GRANITE

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

7,799,889

970—91,940

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

price, to suit the time,.

Hating

IOHS

11. Amount of State stocks? State amount
of each kind.and par value aud market
value of each.
p. v.persh. m.v.pcrsh.
Mass.six per cent 1864
and 1866
luOO—8,000 1080-wS ,640
Citv of Boston 6 per
—.-—._
cent 1867,
1000 20,000 1080 21.800'
City of Boston 6 per
cent 1877
1000 7,000 1130 7,910
City of Salem 6 per
cent 1882 and 1887,1000 10,000 1000
10,0(8)

41.

Furnishing Goods,

will sell at

dIy

ftTOa

LYNCH

AND

»et up in the bent manner.
All orders in city or country personallv attended to
I. D. MERRILL.
JOHN BOND.
8. I».'MERRILL.

BA.NK-CHKKS, .NOTES, AND BILLS OF LADING.

1. State the

40.

we

m

‘W'h.olesa-le Grrocers,

OF Til*

CLOTHING,

MERCHANTS’

their aaaortment of

Eliot Fire Insurance Oomp’y,
OF BOSTON.

34.
36.
86.
37.
88.
39.

STOCK

FULL

READI-MADE

\-¥

_

Estate,

BOOA AND

<

AND TRIMMING GOODS

Are

The Proprietors of the Portland Daily Prick*
respectfully invite attention to their facilities forexe:utin/, in beautiful style, every description of

IN THE

General Aoent for the Stat* of Maine.
Office No.?4Middle st..opposite Poatoftiie.
Portland. Oct. 17. 18'2.
«>cl7d&w

m. v.

A

Portland. Nov. 19.1862.

to Forfeiture,

subject

WARREN

•1000-2000

JOHN

which

Further information will be cheerfully furnished
on application by mail or otherwise to

i

Fancy Doeskins and Cassimeres.

Gentlemen’s

PORTLAND, MAINE.

UNITED STATES.

Cost,

BURLEIGH'S.

Seooml l4'loor,

t hi lor,
EXCHANGE STREET.

98

Portland. Ang. 6. 1869.

Latest Styles of

WHOLE

ISSUED A LARGER NUMBER OF LIFE
POLICIES DURING THE YEARXm, THAN

OX

GRANT

long

merely
North,

lur

IT

Clothing
of

I3loclc,

°x

A. D. REEF EH,

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,

STREET,

Company

GOODS,

CHAMPION,

SI. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
|y Samples on hand, and orders taken bv
J. T. PATTEN k CO.,
Oct. 11—6in
Front Street, Bath.

deadly

versally

AT

by

LE HESURIER Sc

Revolution,

deplorable

O.I

and upon which the premiums cease at tho'end often
years, whereby under any and alt circumstance* the
money paid cannot be lost, but the original design of
the assured lx* attained, either in whole or in
part, in
exact proportion to the amount of
premium |>aid.
No better evidence is needed of tne prosperity and
success of this
than ttie fact shown by the
recently published official reports, viz; that

description,

Summer
Is

Constitution, nearly j

plating
quaking

IU

aiKiiuiMi

Life Policies not

descriptions.

ALSO ON HAND

nothing
destroying passion.
distinguished

explain
patriot,

ill

promts being

Like, Short Term, Endowment aud Annuity
policies which it issues, we invite *pedal attention to
a new feature, in Life Insurance introduced
by this
Company some two years since, via: the issuing of

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ALL FliOJI A O Nos. 1 TO 6.

alarming

to-day

Economy—('are in its /lists, and Safe Investments. characterize its management.

It i« a purely mutual company, all its
divided among it* members annually.

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH’S.

with I Ik* name and residence, or place of business, ot‘
the person, firm, or association owning the same.
2. But one dejmsit of Stamps will be received from
the same party. The parcels as received will be numbored regularly; aud a receipt with a
hatred ol popular freedom had then
corresponding
grown to
number and name thereon, given to the applicant.
an
extent in the minds of the South3 No payments will be made until after the
expiern aristocrats, which is now
ration
of
30
less than
days from the date of this notice.
4. VVhen pay incuts are ready to be made, the
a tornado of madness and
publie will be notified thereof by notice
which
The
posted in the
members
Avenue of the Post Office, stating the numbers
ready
from the South offered to the union of I lie
for delivery, when the holders thereof
may receive
alter the
their payments on surrendering the
receipts held bv
except with
the most solemn and erprexne<i guarantees to I them.
5. Only such Postage Stamps as have been in acthe slave power, In the
tual circulation as currency will be redeemed. Those
prevented any successful formation of a Union
of the old issue, aud those which have beeu used for
at all.
the
pre-payment of postage, if any—which fact will
I he determined by this Department—will be retained
But
do we so often
up these
the
Postmaster and desToyed. Stamps which
by
!
gone by
over the
have not been used as currency or in payment of
and,
of the present, search for facts of an- i postage will Is* returned to Depositors.
6.
for redemption can be made daily
cient date to illustrate or
circumstan—Sundays excepted— between the hours of 9 am.
ce* of
? Because the
contemand 3 1*. M until the 31st day of
January,1803. None
the
be received after that date.
state of the nntiou,
Ibe undersigned is authorized
from center to circumference with
by the Postmaster
ucnerai, whenever he may deem it
warlike and
expedient for the
passion, asks himself whethInterest ot the
to require an aflidavit
Department,
er the cause is to be found
in events ol recent
from any applicant for the
redemption of Postage
date, or of the far [last. The slaveholders uniStamps, that lie obtained the said stamps honestly
and legitimately, and that they liavo never been used
attribute the
not
to
on
A. T. DOLE, Postmaster.
the abolitiou excitement in the
hut to
I ost Office, I 01 tlaud, January 1, 1803.
Jan2 If

bring
breaking

Of every

(A substitute for Cotton.)

this State upon their

why
incidents,
boundary

Strict

I'XBLEACIIRD CAMAS, WITH BED STRIPE,

Now in Use,
And will nuke o order anything of this kind that
may be ordered, «*t short notice, from the cheapest to
the very bkst. li> giving my strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming

confederacy

Twelve Hundred Thousand Dollars.
It is one of the Oldest, Safest and most
.Successful
Life Companies in the United States, and afford* to
persona wishing to participate in the benefit* of Life
Insurance, advantages not excelled, and in some respects not equalled by any other in this country.

SAIL CLOTH.

COFFINS

rescue by tire Governfrom the jaws of secession. But, alter
when
we
feel
that
eveu yet these murderail,
ous jaws are yawning to engulf Maryland, and
that the citizens an; so infatuated with the
sophistries and falsehoods by which the archtraitors attempt to j ustify the rebellion, that
they would, many of them, welcome with open
arms the triumphant entrance of King Jell's
army into their borders, it is with but little
heart that we offer our congratulations.
Secession is often considered as attributable
to the doctrines iuculcated in the Southern
mind by John C. Calhoun, no farther back
than thirty years ago.
But whoever reads
carefully the record of the struggle which the
advocates of free government had with the
champions of slavery in the constitutional
convention, and the numerous writings of Jefferson and Madison
relating to that subject,

THIS

—OF THE-

BLEACHED FLAX DICK, AUTH FUR STRIPES,

^

on hand, and are dailv
receiving the lat*
and most desirable styles of

ALSO,

No, 82J EXCHANGE

paid since ita organization to
Widows, Orphans and Creditors of the Assured,
upwards of

EtlVLEIGH S,

HUITAK'

Printing Office,

has

RETURN

of

ment

TWO MILLIONS AND A QUARTER.

GREAT EXCITEMENT

103 Middle Street.

are

opposition

New York Life Insurance Coinp'),
Established in 1846—Net Capital over

UNION FOREVER!

AT

Book and Job

Boys, Boys, Boys.
attention Riven to CCTTIltfi and
"
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS' GARMENTS,
by*"

House,

dfcwtf

Mutual Life Insurance.

Company

BROWK,
Street,

the Custom

CARDS.

_BUSINESS

Have
mt

Providence.
Perfect Security, which ought always to he the
first consideration in effecting insurance,‘is here oifered to t tie public, at the lowest rates of premium I
adopted by sound and responsihte companies.
Office in "Boyd's Building," opposite Post Office.

Novelties!

Opposite

POWER

Of

|

|

STEAM

Equitable Fire and .Yfariue Ins. Co.,

23._

(>AKOI!VER &
At 02 Middle

Relief Fire Insnrance Company.
Of New York.
Caeh Capital and Surplus, * 60,000.

June

BUSINESS CARDS.

PRESS'

THE PORTLAND DAILY

INS UR ANCE.

e I» ublic Fire Insurance
Company,
Of New York.
Cadi Capital and Surplus, *312,000.

Olotliing-,

NO. 173.

PRINTING.

National Insurance fomp>'ii)a
Of Boston.
Cash Cspital sui' .Surplus *500,000.

GOODS,

erty.
Our several places of encampment before
coming up here, have been in what is said to
be tlie poorest portion of the state, compara-

ance

ClothN,

|

JANUARY 13, 1863.

WARREN SPARROW,
OOlce 74 Middle. »r. »f Eichungcil.,
PORTLAND, ME.,
Agent oftho following First Class Insurance Co's:

j

Bridgton,"

tempts

FIRE

ROLLINS & BOND

|

MORNING,

INSURANCE.

NEW FALL GOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

j

Edward’s

at

TUESDAY

PORTLAND, ME.,

THE—

Press Ofllee,

■

[For the I’ress.)

THE DAILY PRESS.
-«

--

Tuesday .Morning, January 13, 1W»3.
—--

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in
the city.
Commercial Reforms at New Orleans.

We give to-day the speech of General Butler made before the Chamber of Commerce of
New York; and of the moral aspects of the
facts therein revealed we do not now propose
to speak; but we do desire to avail ourselves
of this occasion to call the attention ofthe shipand merchants of the North to the ne-

owners

of a reform in the commercial practices, as well as the in morals of New Orleans.
Every man familiar with the business of
New Orleans, knows, that for many years that

cessity

oligarchy
city
governed by
stevedores, pilots and “longshore men," whose
leading motive has been to squeeze all the
money possible, out of northern shipowners,by
has been

ol

an

a system of extortion, that in any monarchical form of government, would have sent them
to prison or exile loug since.
Take for example the complicated system of

pilotage ami towage, out of which these sons
of chivalry have grown rich, or might have
grown so, had they not lived sumptously, and
sported with their “wine,women and cards.”
If

remember

we

clerk ofthe board

aright the salary of the
of pilots is live thousand

dollars per year.

shipowner knows too
charges fob compressing

Every shipmaster

and

that the system of
cotton is so fixed as to rise with every rise in
the rates of freight, so that when it reaches a
certain

point,

it is about

well

as

for

large

a

snip, ti she wants despatch, to loaa without
compressing her cotton, when but for extenucnarges the northern
much larger sum.

ship might

ate

Now that

we

England

have two New

earn

a

men

in

power there, Gen. Banks of Massachusetts,
and Gen. Shepley from Maine, we hope that
the various Chambers of Commerce at the

North,

ship owners in Maine, will take
tome united action, and either, through the
government at Washington, or through the
and our

above officials, set about

reform of these

a

long-standing abuses, by which this vile oligarchy has extorted money from the merJWe know full well that there
thern men with Southern

are some

principles

drivebut like too many others
who have bowed down to the Baal of the
South, the “auri serra fames," the accursed

lust of gain has made them forget the princi-

ples of their northern New England, and aid
in squeezing the Yankee orange as well as if
they had been nurtured amonglhc ‘‘barbarisms
of slavery.”
Now is the time for Northern shipowners
to correct these loug-staudiug abuses, and we
call upon the commercial men of Maine, of
Massachusetts, and of New York, to rise up,
aud assert their rights to those equal laws
which tlie Constitution of the

give to

all

men

Uuited States
in all parts of the

Union.

bate upon the following question:
“Is the maxim,‘Our country right or

worthy

of our reverse at

Galveston, by w hich
recaptured by the rebels,
with a loss to us of the Harriet Lane, the flag
ship Westfield, two barks loaded with coals,
besides other property. Why that place should
have been left to be defended by a mere handful of men is not explained, or why our naval
force should have been so illy prepared to resist au attack, we have no means of knowing.

negative,

my and in our

support?”

I not

only

wrong’

in which lie argued the

manner

quote

article,

possession

should be wrested

us.

Evidently there is a lack somewhere, either
in plans or execution. Whether tlie fault is
at headquarters, in
scattering our forces, and
in attempting to do too much at once, or
whether it is in the laxitv of officers iu the
field or al their respective posts of duty, we

Tile maxim,“Our country right or
not worthy of our support, because

nation makes

a

the

war,

an

as

subject

There may lie no
that his
country

is

into

going

against an unoffending state to
rights. The question is, should

lie render

ouj»jmc>cu,

aim

11

uui

should engage in it how then could
*
*
ernment ask our support?

pious

statesman could then

appeal

*

could be infused into other commanders. At
Murfreesboro, in the early part of his recent
for

discouragement
Fredericksburg, and had
he l*eeu as feebly supported as was Uurnside
he would have made an inglorious retreat instead of winning immortal honors by las brilliant victory; and Uurnside at Rappahannock,
more cause

tbau did Uurnside at

had his own purpose to recommence lhe attack been supported by his division officers, as
was Rosccraus by bis subordinates, he lias no
doubt that

one of the most splendid victories
of tlie war would have been his, and instead of
recrossing the river he would have been after
the rebels in their rapid retreat upon Rich-

mond; and the country
lieve that Uurnside did

w

ill be

not

slow

know

be-

to

what he

could do and what would be the result,as well
as the more timid corps commanders whose
voice alone restrained him.
to

the Maine Seventh.

United States Hotel, 1
Portland, Jan. 8, 1868. j"
To the Editor* of the Pre**:—I have been
able to pay off the Maine Seventh Regiment
for four months ending Oct. Ulst, 1808, and the
are indebted to the follow ing sources
for money advanced for that purpose, and
through me tender their sincere thanks to

soldiers

those who have

so

generously provided

for

their wants:
International! Bank.*6,000
Mtfliat.lt>'

Hank

9

ism

C'asooBauk. 4.IKJ0
Merchants’ Bank,. 2.0U0
Manufacturers’ and Traderl’ ltauk. 2.UOO
Joliu Lynch, Eat).,. 2,000
It takes

thirty

officers and

men

*17,000
thousand dollars to pay both
for four months. The balance

unexpectedly supplied, and I am also
able to repay the money so kindly advanced.
Allow me to say that the pay department are

has been

making every effort to pay off the dues connected with that department, and nearly all
(New York and New Engpaid up to Oct. 31st, 1862.
Respectfully yours,

dues iu this district

land States)

are

Frederick Robie,

Paymaster
A

Contraband’s Prayer.

—

U. S. A.
On

New

large number of contrabands assembled iu Washington to celebrate emancipation day. Addresses, singing of hymns and
prayers were made, and among them the following simple, hut touching prayer, by un aged
contraband is worthy both of commendation
and also of imitation by white folks:
Year’s

day

to

to

a

“We ’seech thee, O Lord! to ’member de
Union army, support dem on de right and left
to carry on dy work. Go before dem like a
burring lamp. ’Member dc President, de sea
sailors and lan’ trabbelet*; 'memlier me, de
meanest ob dem all.
Write us a ticket, and
gib ns free admission in healten. Amen.”

tigation

turn

against
passive.

our

*

*

thus, (after

•

Governor’s

Bath,
joined.

On motion of Mr.

ferred to

was

of Mount

and

forget

we

the

high

mission

we

arcdesIn

to

claim.

The first

man

never.’ The

patriot says,‘my country’s cause;
when right, i'll shed the last drop of my blood
in ner defense; when wrong I’ll set her right.’”
It would

seein

some

strange that

a

of these sentences

man

i

who lias

quoted should

in less than nine years be killed in active reagainst his country, in support of a

bellion

system which has the

number of the

Press,

assumes

of God upon it.—
Whose ow n father, as a “holy man of God,”
does stand at the sacred desk to pray for the
curse

an

as

compact

as

sick.

“290s,” aud, while
pirutes to prey

her

shipyards

are

trying

to run

our

the

j

tur-

blockade into re-

BY TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

Important Order in Regard to Foreigners.—
Bombardment of Port Hudson by tbe Gun-

(iCLr, 1
1, 1SU3. )

or THE

New Oriettus, Jau.

General Order .Vo. 1.
Ill obedience to instructions from the Government of the Cuited States, tbe Commanding General gives notice that from and after
tins date no person not in the civil, military or
naval service of a foreign government will be
permitted to depart from tlie city of New Orleans on board of any foreign ship of war
without w ritten permission of the commander
of tlie military forces in New Orleans, and that
no foreign vessel of war will receive on hoard
or carry from this city any such person who
shall not have received written permission to
depart on board of such vessel from the commander ot the military forces in this city.
By command of Major General Banks.
The New Orleans Delta of the 8d says, in
reference to papers received from rebel sources,
the bombardment of Port Hudson by the gunboats is confirmed, and it was supposed that a
land attack would soon be made.

insti-

real foundation, is guilty, not only of
unjustly slandering those who have charge of
the hospital, but also of causing unnecessary
anxiety to the friends of the sick ones at
home.
time when the

regiment first
into camp near Lock 21, when from exsuccess of our arms.
Xine years ago I heard
posure to the severe storm which we encounhim say, “if my country was wrong we would I tered on the march from
Washington, many of
not turn against it—we would remain
passive.” our men fell suddenly sick, before the hospital
And yet when the South declares war against I could be
properly arranged, when it was of nehis government, fires into national vessels, atcessity inadequate to the wants of the regitacks national forts, trails in dishonor the na- ! ment, aud the blame fell where it should
went

j

ok

Ar at

NEW STORE ON OPPOSITE SIDE,
and

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
MAIL A UK A NO KM ENTS.

WESTERN—Arrives
7.45 A

j

at

M. and 1.30 P

12 40 and
31

7$

P. 31.

Close# at

EASTERN—Arrives at 1.60 P 31. Close* at 12 31.
EUROPE—Closes everv Saturday at 130 P. M.
CANADA—Arrives at 1.50 1*. 31.* Closes at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arritesabout 5 P. 31. Clute at
9 P. M

£TP~(»tfiee open daily (Sundays excepted) from 8
On Sundays, from 8$ to 9$ A. 31.

A. M. to 9 P. 31.
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Business

1
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see

his old customers. and
jau 13 d2w

Lectures.
-i

will b* deli.-

ere.

NE\.
Wednesday Evening,.*.
-BY-

REV. E1>W1M C. BOI1

<

Evening Tickets 60 cents each—to be h
Music Store, the Bookstores, aud at tbe
Doors open at 6, Lecture to commence a
Portland, Jau. 13, 1303.
At a Court or Probate held at Portland, within
aud tor the Couuty of Cumberland, on tbe first
Tuesday of January, in tlie year of oar Lord
eighteen hundred and sixty-three.
BADGER. named Executor in a
li certain Instrument purporting to be the last
Will aud Testament of Joseph Graffkm, late of
Brunswick insaid County, deceased,having presented
the same tor
It iron Ordered, That the said Executor give notice
to all persons interested, by causing notice to be
published three weeks successively in the Maine ytaro
Press, printed at Portland, tliat thev mav appear at
a Probate Court to be held at said Cortland, ou the
drst Tuesday of February next, at ten of tbe clock
In the forenoon, and shew cause if
any thev have,
why the said Instrument should not he proved, approved, and allowed, as tbe last Will and Testament
of said deceased.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
A true copy, attest.
a) *3w*
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register

VJ’AriiAMEI.

probate:

At a ('OUST or Pbobai e held at Portland, within
and for the Couuty of Cumberland, on tbe irst
Tuesday of January, la the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and sixtv-three.
HARDING, Guardian of Franklin P.
.Smith and Emetine B. Smith, minor children
and heirs of William B. Smith, late of Gorham in
said County, deceased, having presented his petition
for license to sell aud convey certain real estate of
said minors, as described in said petition, an advantageous offer having been made therefor:
It tea a Ordered, That the said Petitioner give no
tice to all persons interested, by causing notice to be
published three weeks successively in the Maine
.State Press, printed at Portland, that they mav appear at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland,
on
the first Tuesday of
next, at ten of
the clock in the forenoon, and snow cause, if auy
they hare, why the same should not be grant© 1.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS. Juugo.
A true copy, attest.
30 w3w*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Regis ir.

FREEMAN

m

February

At a Court or Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on tbe first
Tuesday of January, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-three.
ANTHOINE, Widow of Daniel W. Anthoiue. late of Windham in said County, deceased. having presented her petition for the assignment
of her Dower in the real estate of which & died
seized:
It rm Orders#/, that the said Petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to be
thr«*e weeks successively in the Maine Mate
res*, printed at Portland, that thev mav appear at a
Probate Court to he held at said
on the
first Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be granted.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS. Judge.
A time copy. Attest.
EUG EX E HUMPH RET. Register.

LYDIA

|

Blake, do; Zephvr. Baker. Vera Cruz.
In the river. 27th, outward hound, Emily Farnutn.
Sitnes. for Calcutta.
Adv 27th. Moonlight. Breck, for Boston 1st; W S
Lindsay, ratten, tor New York; Northampton, for

NEW8.

to

■1

York.
Sailed fm Live-pool 24th. Ellen Austin, Kennedy,
and Emerald. Luce, for New York; W F Storer.
Rawlings, do; Young Sam, Merry man. do: Mary E
Campbell, Morse, Callao; Investigator, Gilkey, for
Ha* ana.
Cld 24th, Kinilv Farnuiu, Sinn *. Calcutta; 26th,
Chevalier. Perkins, Aden.
Ent for loading. 26th, Ocean l’earl, Krazor.Boston;

..

happy

ones.

^

Boston Nora. Adams, from Haugor; Alfred Storer,
Ayers, Castiue: Crimea. Baker, Santa Cruz; 27th,
Adelaide, Cutting, and J H Elliot, Somers, fm New

...

just below the old stand,

6AM Silver Slreel,

fm

2d.
Ar at Fleetwood 25th, Mary Aunah, Matthews, ftn
Portland.
Ar at London 24th, ltocharabeau, Snow, St John,
N B.
('Id 24th. Patrick Henrv. Moor. New Y’ork; Wandering Jew. Smart. Cardiff
Ar at Deal 2Kth. lien Putnam. Babson. New Y'ork;
E II Tavlor, Lord, do; Henry Darling. Heed. do.
Sailed from iH-al 25th uJt, Byzantium. Robinson,
for New York.
Ar at Bristol 25th, H Othlie, fin Bangor.
Sailed from Portsmouth 24th, Jane E Foster, Terry. Sunderland.
Sailed from Plymouth 25th, Golden Horn, Rice,
from London forMelbourue
Ar at Newport 25th. Asa Eldridge, Coleman, from
Loudon for Shanghae.
Sid 24th. Caroline K Keller, Pote. Havana
Sailed from Cardiff23d, Joseph Clark, Littlefield,

8 71 IT II

WOULD

PORTS.

[Per steamship Africa, at Bostou.]
Liverpool 25th ult, Aiaineida, Patterson,

W.

inform his friends and tbe public that bo
has removed Irom 17 Silver Street to the

fublishcd

Vortfand.

__wfiw80»

Philadelphia

—

j

CHARLES

At

CARRIED.
From Gen. Sigel’s Command.
Pursuit of
Hebei Cavalry.
In Portsmouth, N. II.. Jan. 9th, Granville D. M it
New York, Jan. 12.
not,
and Mih* Belinda Waterman; 10th. John L. Saltional flag, lie is found against his
Stafford Court House, Jan. 11.—A force of ler
vador and Mis* Catharine C. Carey, all of Portland.
country i on the surgeon. But very soon, as soon as
Genoa.
rebel cavalry, supposed to be Hampton’s comin
Dixdeld. Jan. 4th, be John Hosier. Esq.. Calvin
But stranger things than this have happened
At Shields 25fh. Lochitivar, for Boston.
possible, the hospital was got into proper mand, has been hoveling on our right Hank for Holland
and 3Iiss Belle Alden. both of Peru.
Sailed ftn Greeintck 23d, St Louis. Coffin, for New
and one is—that when John C. Calhoun develand
In
since
Wi
teas
Jan.
that
James
31.
of
those
set.
Patterson,
Sawho
some
Our
York.
1st,
working order,
time,
days.
cavalry pickets at Stafford's
N. H.. and Miss hanuie A. Simpson, of W.
oped the accursed and false doctrine called have had the best opportunities of judging, store were tired upon, and two men killed.— lem,
In Wiseaauot, Jan 7th, Geo. W. Nortou aud 31iss
Ar at Messina 15th ult. Trovatore. Carver. Alicante
Our
scouts
have
Hied
been
“States rights,” to which young Bains iiere alupon repeatedly,
Fannie A. Blagdon, both of W.
have been entirely satisfied with its managelfith Radiant, Fiiun, Smyrna; Northern Belle, Larand one of them died to-day from injuries reseiu. Spezzia.
ludes, and which led Gen. Bains and ten ment, and the little prejudice which existed
Ar at Colombo Nor 2d, C 11 Lnnt, Hale. Calcutta,
ceived in this way.
DIED.
thousand other sincere men astray, to lie so
(and sailed 27th for do); 7th. Resolute, Mouutfort,
at first, has nearly if not entirely worn
Presuming that this cavalry was supported
away.
from do.
blinded that they could not follow their own
Of the abilty of Dr. Swett, and his skill as a ! by a large force, Col. Schiuunct Tearing went
Sailed from Maulmaiu Nov 1st, Sea Liou. Pierson,
In this city, Jan 11th, George Ferdinand Walker,
from Calcutta.
logic, that John C. Calhoun was not hung for physician and surgeon, I need not speak, for out night before last with a force of cavalry, aged 17 years 4 mouths.
Ar
at Bangkok Oct 23d. Dirigo, Buckminster, ftn
infantry and artillery. Advancing by different
hi Peru. Jan. 4th, very suddenly, Mr. Justus Auswlciwu.
iuuc
me
Limes wuen one death
Hong Hong; 26th. T W Soars. Sherman. Singapore;
they are too well known to need any commentin. aged 66 year*.
J C Humphrey, Stevens, Hong Kong.
2Sth.
In Tons ham, Dec. 14th, Mr. John Harringtou, aged
may spare many lives. But now it will take
where he encountered and drove a company of
dation, but it is the opinion of all those who
Parsed Anjier Oct 22d. Eudeaver. Doane, from
about 71 years.
Foochow
for New York; 26th, Daphne, Havener, fm
from
to
rebel
He
ascermore blood to be the price of our
tilly
cavalry.
seventy
In Hancock. Dec 11th, of diptheria. Lydia 3laria,
country's re- are familiar with his management of the hosMauila for London.
tained satisfactorily that there is no rebel force
aged 5 veait 2 months; I7th, George C.. aged 1 year
demption from such a curse as such a doc- pital, ttiat he is the hardest working man in
Ar at Singapore Nov 6th. Pericles. Snow. Shangexcept roving bands of cavalry on this side of 4 mouths; 22d. Willie T.. aged 8 years 2 mouths—
hae. (and sailed 15th for Bassein); 10th, Chevalier,
trine.
the regiment.
children of Thomas and Mary Merchant.
t
the Rappaliaunock. His cavalry marched SO
Johnson, Hong Kong
In Ellsworth, Dec. 20th, Beniah C. Woodard, aged
Sid Nov 4th, Alhambra. Dunbar, New Y'ork.
1 know we have had considerable sickness
and his infantry 00 miles, returning last eve68 years.
Rum's Doings.—Last week a man in FreeAr at Hong Koug Nov 11th, Speedwell, Hohvorin the
ning.
so lias there
been in
Honolulu.
regiment;
thv,
dom, named Enos Briggs, aged about 45 years, each of the
ftn Wooeung Oct 27th. Kity Simgson,
Sailed
SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
regiments composing this brig- Good News from Missouri-The Rebels ReKoocliow ; Nov 6th. Satu’l Fates, Randall, »who had been living with a woman to whom
ade ; certainly, aside from the measles which
Chase.
Foochow.
Evans,
at
Columns
STEAMER
FROM
pulsed
Springfleld—Three
FOR
SAILS
he had never been married, and by whom lie
Ar at Shanghae Oct 25th, Camden. Mt
of Troops in Pursuit of Them.
United Kingdom. ..Glasgow.Portland.
Dec 20
we have hud aud they have not, as little in ours
Sound.
had had two children, gave $5 to the woman
Icutonia.Southampton New York... Dec 31
St. Loots, Jan. 12.
as {neither, aud as few fatal eases. But if there
Plymouth. Dec 23. The Goldeu Horn. Rice, irot
Bavaria.Southampton.New York. .Dec 31
Late last night Gen. Curtis received disand sent her to the house of a neighbor, and
Loudon for Melbourne, which put iutn the Sound
Borussia.Southampton..New York Jan 14
hadbeentbesame amount of sickness in each of I
22-1 inst, with loss of anchors, had also throwu a
from
Col.
Crabb
at
York..
New
Jan
21
patches
iiuu.su.Southampton
commanding
started himself for the village, where he obnumber of cases overboard.
TO DEPART.
the companies, as there has been in Company 1 Springfield, that the rebels were repulsed at
Groemtck, Dec 28. The Tinted Kingdom, (s) for
tained two quarts of ruin, and went home inAsia.New York Liverpool.Jan 14 1
B. in which “Subaltern” is an officer, unless
every advance on that place, and we held the
Portland,
grounds! in < artadvke Bay on Friday eveCity of Baltimore.New York .Liverpool.Jau 17
toxicated and fastened himself in his house.—
town.
Our loss is seventeen killed—number
ning. but got off next tide a> d proceeded.
New
York.
York.New
Bremen.Juu
17
we hail been provided with more
lie
canvas,
The
Brazil, from Bangor for Liverpool, was
ship
of wounded not known.
Nova Scotian .Port laud—Liverpool.Jau 17
Shortly alter the house was seen in flames.
totally wrecked near Southport. Crew saved.
certainly would have been justified in saying
We buried thirty-live rebels, amt many more
AtYica..Boston.Liverpool .....Jau 21
When tlie neighbors arrived Briggs was dead,
Nov 15. The ship Wevmouth, of BosHong
Koiiz,
Wnflhiug'u.New York.. Liverpool ...Jan 24
that the hospital was inadequate to ths wants
were taken oil' the Held.
ton) hence for San Francisco, struck on the Prata j
They left a large Cityof
Teutonia.New York. Hamburg.Jau 24
and his body severely burned.
Get 3,ith, and becanu- a total wreck.
Shoal
The pa*number
of
on
our
hands.
But
a
wounded
of the regiment.
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regu
On the same day, a man named Leighton
seugers and crew were saved.
small portion of the town was destroyed, and
lar lines. The steamers for or from
call a
Of the twenty-one deaths which have ocLiverpool
that was done by our troops.
got drunk and beat his wife, ami thereupon she
Qu*i-nstown, except the Canadian line, which call a ;
SPOKEN.
curred in our regiment since we left Capitol
The telegraph is almost wholly destroyed
Londonderry.
left him. When he got over it a little, he
Nov 28. lat 23 S. Ion 31 30. slop Bosphorus, of Banbetween SpringHeld and Sand Spring.
on the 25th of October, eleven of them
Hill,
PANAMA AND CALIFORNIA—Steamers.carry- | gor. from Liverpool for Uoinbav.
went to see his wife, and tried to persuade her
Gen. Curtis has three columns of troops afDec 24. lat 83, ion 50 40, ship S G Glover,ftn Boston
have been in Co. B, and yet that company was
ing Mails for Aspiuwall, Panama, and California,
to return, but flnding his efforts unavailing
ter the rebels.
for Msdra*
leave New York on the 1st, 11th, and 2Istofeach
made up of as healthy, robust men, as any in
Dec 25. off the Skerries, ship Wyoming, Burton,
mouth.
lie returned tv his house and cut his throat.—
from Liverpool for Philadelphia; 4 AM. ship Y'oung
the regimeut. 1 will not at present state the
Another Movement on Richmond Rumored
Sam. .Merrvman. fm Liverpool for New York; EmerBad rum was “the beginning and the end.”
—A Great Battle at Hand.
cause of the large percent, of deaths in that
ald. Lace, fm do for do.
MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Oct 81. lat 26 S, Ion 6 E. ship Sea flower. Thy lor,
New Yoke, Jan. 12.
Tnrnriny... Jnnnnry Id.
company as compared with the rest of the
from Maulmaiu for England.
The Potomac Army correspondent of the
Robbeby.—Mrs. Mitchell of Dexter, put up
HIGH
WATER.
BUN.
I
DAYS.
but
it
is
well
known
but
I
|
do
regiment,
here;
Herald says preparations and orders which alat tlie Cottage House in
9h22in
Horn's. 4 11 j Rises. 7.28 Length
Bangor, last week,
protest against the injustice of an officer's unKven'g. 4.40 | Sets..4.60 | Increase. Oh 18m j
ways precede a movement of the army, indiwith a stock of goods in trunks. The trunks
Dissolution.
dertaking to screen himself by casting reflec- cate that a very few days will again Hud us in
»a hereby jiveii that the Oopartnershin
were broken open at tlie house and the
■\TOTIfE
and we hope and expect, in the direcgoods tions
motion,
1
an
innocent person. The amount
upon
stolen. Subsequently a man
tion of Richmond.
At what point the attack
A117 I*. Fuller, under the Irmof JOS. L KEL.LRY
calling his name of sickness in Co. B has been about in
ft CO., Min dissolved by mutual consent on the 12th
will be made is not known; but unless the
proporCharles Clark, who was in
charge of the house tion to the number of deaths. At one time
of January, IMS
Au* I* Fuller is authorized
iay
order
of
is
it
another
present
PORT OF POKTL1VD.
changed,
things
—Mr. Borden, the keeper,
to »et!le all debts due to and from the firm
being very sick_ ! numbered but nineteen for
battle
be
for
in
a
few
looked
great
JOS. I,
hEl.LKY.
may
days.
(Signed)
duty, out of uu
was arrested, and it was found his name was
AUG. T. FULLER.
Monday,.
January IB.
hundred which came into camp, and if we are
Thaddcus Bolton, and that he had recently
New York Legislature.
ARRIVED.
to believe ‘‘Subaltern” in a subsequent letter,
NOTICE.
been pardoned out of the State Prison. A
Brig LT Knight. Park. Boston.
Albany, Jan. 12.
hi* Captain resigned an account of sickness.
<>iun.
Portsmouth.
Brig
Reporter.
AUG. V. FULLER,
There were seven ballots in the Assembly
portion ot the goods were found secreted in
a piece of news to us hen*.
that
is
1
Booton.
Sch
Jerusha Baker Harl»erick,
though
IIarid7 purchased the stock of the late ttrtn of JOS.
the stable. The foregoing we condense from
to-day for Shaker. No choice. Adjourned
Sch Julia Newell. Trott. Boston.
will close by admonishing "Subaltern” to be a
L. KELLE Y f CO., will continue the
Steamer Chesa|teake. WilleU. New York.
little inure careful of his statements in future, I until to-morrow.
the Whig.
since there may be those in the regiment who ;
CLEARED.
Varnish
have facilities for judging of the things of Departure of the New l^msulea for the South.
Bark Ocean's Favorite, Tibbetts, Buenos Ayres, by
r*-A Kubiuxon, No. 51 Exchange street j which
ET THE OLD STEED,
k
S
he writes, equal to bis own, and who
A
F.
Spring
Baltimohe, Jan. 12.
lima received ail tlie American lllu-truiol
Brig Sea Foam. Coombs. Havana, by J D Lord.
j attend to tlieir own legitimate duties beside*,
The New Irousides went to sea from lid I
••4*0 ( ossrco Mtrrrt, Cortlnml, Mr.
lino
n
A
Koweil,
Uardcuas,
Piuuney
Boyd,
Brig
by
for this week.
I Point yesterday.
1
yns.
k Jackson
jflu 13 din

j
!

Removal.

that she had m**t with disaster.
Ship Sarah Chase. Evans, which sailed Nov 6th for
Foocfiow and back, gets 449 Mexican dollars, with 35
DR. P. P. QL’IMBY, would give notice that he ha j lav davs; bark Diadem, >awver. sld 3d for do. gets
Mex dol. Charter of ship Knropa had been canreturned to Portland, and can be fouud at his Room, 1
celled. owing to illness of ( apt Robertson.
No. 13 International House, Tuesday, August
At Hong Kong Nov 14th. ship Eureka, Cutter, for
New York; hark* Lillie. Knowles, from New York
12th, where he will attend to all wishing to consul
for Shanghae. in distress; Young Greek. Taylor.unc.
him.
At Whamdea Nov 14th, ship Annie Boweb, CheesFirst Examination at office.9200
bonuigh, unc.
Each subsequent sittingat office.50
At Foochow Nov 6th, ship Marmion. Wasson, for
New York, idg.
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 50
At Singa(>ore Nov 21st, bark Cossack. Gray, for
Each subsequent visit at residence. 1 00
Shaughae. gets $5300, with 35 lay days; brig Caribbean. Winchester, for Tanjong Pootie, to load timber
August 16, 1862.—tf
for Shanghae, at 915 |»er ton.
At Calcutta Nov 22d, shins Star. Thomas, for BosPhysician and Surgeon.—H. A. LAMB, 31. D.,
ton; Napoleon. Nelson; Rufus Choate, Rich, and
Office, oorner of Congress and Chestuut Streets
Isabella. Ilowe*. for London.
Sailed from Saugor Nov 12th, ships Loch Lamar.
Portland, Me.
Loring. Boston; 15th, Rachel, Kelley, London: 16th
Particular attention paid to Surgery, including
Ganges, 1 abens. do.
iseases of the eye and ear.
aug7—dtim
Ship Albert Edward. McKenncy. shortly expected
from Bombay, had been chartered for London for a
(^"Consumption aud Catarrh, and all diseases of cargo of one-half seeds at £4 3s 9d. and oue-half jute
at £4 5s.
the Throat and Lungs, successfully treated by Inha
At Buenos Ayres Nov 15. ship Hampden, Pendlelation,
By C. Morse, M. D.,
ton, unc: hark Sea n dan avia n. Car leto tin Boston,
ar 15; Kdisto, Boynton, unc: brig Kentucky, Carver,
aul8 '62 eod
Corner Smith aud Cougress Sts.
unc: sch Target. Scclt, for Bostou.
Sld Nov 9th. shin Othello, Trevolt, Callao.
Dentistry.—Dr.JoSlAH HEALD, No.241 Con
At Montevideo Nov 15th, ships Manr Goodell. Megress Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church
Gilvery, from Hamburg, ar 9th: Weston Merritt,
fm Cardiff, ar 14th: Zurich. Baxter disg;
Robinson,
Portland, Me.
aug7dly
barks Czarina. Treat, fm Philadelphia; J M ChurHutchinson,
do.
chill,
Dk*. LOCKE & KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
At Simon’s Bay Nov 24. ship Clara Wheeler, lllltz,
Middle Street. Portland. Me.
for Liverpool.
augl5—ly
At Rio Janeiro Nov 24th, ship Screamer, Snow, for
__—■
Callao, repg foremast.
Sale

New York, Jan. 12.
order Ims been issued by Gen.

The following
Banks:
llKAOur ABTEKS 1>E1'AifTMEXT

FOREIGN

silver Street.

inn 19 9tv

Jan 9—dlw*

BROKERS* BOARD.
Stocks.—Boston, Jan. 11, 1862.
1.600 United States Coupon Sixes (1881). 961
8.500.do. 97$
3.OJ0.do.97
600 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Note*.102$
900 Uuited States Five-Twenties. 99
300 .do. 9*$
860 ...do. 9*|
90 U S February Coupon*...137
2.hno Uuited State* Demand Notes.139
15.5»«>.do. .138?
600 U. 8. Treasury Sixes, 2 years.13*|
5.000 American Gold.*.14m
16.000 .do.141$
13.300 .do.141
28.000 .do.140]
2.000 .do.s 10 19‘2
7.000 .do.14'd
10 Portland. Saco and Portsmouth R K.133$

boats.

)

At liits New Store,
Mo.. 6 A H

j

PAPERS.

--

)

st.

of Pearl street, during Tuesday and Wedthe 13th and 14th inst., to give advice to the
Ladies and tientlemen are invited to call.—

Ah initio.

ing to elope from his protection and guardianship with the Goddess of Liberty,

EVENIICI

bis Medical office. 214Congress

CHAS. w. sTiiru,

Shanghae Nov 7th. ship Sam*) Adams, Gay. for
Advice Free. Dr. Kelley is the Associate FoundChinchas. to load for Europe: G W Duncan, [tillingJohn Watt. Winchell; Julia G Tyler, Arey;
ham;
er of the system, and is the only one entitled to the i
Old Colony, Berry, and A A Eldridge, Bennett, unc;
appendage Analytical Physician, in this city, though
brig Mary Capeu. Savory, disg.
imitation may be a source of solace to some if they
Bark Emily C Star, Sargeut. 22 days out from Nagasaki. had not arrived Sot 6th, and fears were felt
know of no other tray, and don’t knotc what to do.

shed tears over the sins of Jonathan tor dar-

out some

was a

springs, is

at

nesday.

bel ports, our ships are sent on errands of mercy to feed her starving poor. But then John
Bull Is a Christian gentleman, and has long

tution, concerning the management of which
our friends at home are
deeply anxious, and
the person who makes such statements with-

There

corner

out

of war are

your corof “Subal-

fault with its management.
Now we know that the hospital is

says

‘my country right forever; my country wrong

uttered

recent

ir>oo.

in attendance

upon our commerce,
and while her vessels loaded with munitions

the name
respondent
tern,” made certain statements respecting the
hospital of the Twenty-third Maine regiment,
which would naturally l>e construed as finding

So the Christian says, ‘where

nothing

a

who

said, ‘where freedom is, there is

country.’

Ferry, Md.,

juh.

tined to fulfil in the world? Shall we desert
the old landmarks of the republic?
“Franklin

build

[For the Press.]
Camp near Edward’s

no

EL, Sole Agents, New York.

Kelley. Associate Founder
of the Analytical System ok Medicine, will be

tives of Lancashire. She took out as a part
of her assorted cargo, 13,000 barrels of Hour.
While England's merchants are subscribing to

ning

eminent

Dr. J. Wmliy

Haven, Conn. For sale in all well
regulated book and fancy stores.
~y'The new ship Geo. Griswold, 1300 tons>
sailed on Saturday last for England, full Ireighted with contributions for the suffering opera-

appointing a Committee on the Governor’s Message, to report
reference of the several subjects to appropriate Committees, was passed in concurrence;
and Messrs. Hayden of Bath, Foster ol Newry,
Chase of Limington, Duley of Phlpsburg,
Parker of Gorham, Rigby of Newberg, and
Small of Machiasport, were joined.
Aijjourned.

eral.

“live Yankee.” Iteombines

er, New

a

most

dec27 eod2m*

can't fail to please. The
inventor and manufacturer is Mr. A. G. Shav-

Order from the Senate

happy present, crowding around us all the
blessings of peace, justice, and liberty, and her
brilliant future, stretching far away into distant ayes of increasing promise, all call upon
us for a patriotism true,
enlightened and lib-

a

HALL k RUCK

simplest pencil, and

Vernon,

many of the

50 cents per
bottle. Trial bottles and testimonials obtained gratis of U. H. HAY. Portland.

the purposes for which it is intenhumbug, is not complicated, has

neither joints nor

were

by

gentlemau of the day.
Soi l by all Druggists everywhere, at

of the most convenient articles for

ded. It is

report Resolves reimbursing the Banks.

a

one

penknife for

as relates to advances made
by the
Banks at the request of Gov. Washburn, for
payment of State bounties, be referred to the
Committee on Finance, with instructions to

suppositions)
what is the duty

used and recommended

an eraser, burnisher,
paper cutter, paper folder
and pencil sharpener, and can lie used for either of these purposes its conveniently as can a

message

•

himself to the

divines, dentists, physicians, chemists aud scientific

inventive brain of

such as the Senate may joic.
On motion of Mr. Talbot of East Machias,
it was ordered that so much of the Governor’s

will not

longer sell

GROCERIES,

—von balk hy-

«

hardening aud invigorating the gums, purifying
breath, cleausiug, beautifying and preserving the
teeth, from youth to old age, the "Sozodont” is now

writing-desk whether for the counting-room, the studio, the sanctum, or the
school-room, that has yet been born of the

taken from the

Kennebunkport

can no

FAMILY

■*

For

Ac.

fiO Tubs BITTER.
fit
LARD.
75 Bushels BEANS.
Bb.'s. FLOl’K. (different grades,)
Together with a good assortment of

Bennett. I'm Alexandria: schs Edw Everett. St
Martin*: Convoy, Merrill, Portlan-L
CM loth, ship* Montmoreuci, West, Hong Kong;
G Griswold, Lunt, for London; barks J J l'hilbnck.
Brooks. Monrovia: S W Holbrook. Small. Havana:
John Benson, Johnson, Ponce; brig* WmBNash,
Small, Cette; Johu Freeman. Crowell, for Bermuda;
Emily Fisher. Staples, St Jago; schs Chas H Rogers.
Langdon, New Orleans; Benjamin, Cram, Eastport;
G D King. McGregor, Calais.
Ar 10th, bark Albertina. Olinstcad, Havana.
CM loth, schs Mary Farrow, Congdon, Baltimore;
Cussctta. Eldridge, Boston.
Ar 12th, ship New llamp*
ord, Leghorn;
bark Hamilton, fm Barbados
NEWPORT—Ar loth, brig
-tland
for Philadelphia; sch llenri
Baltimore.
Ar 12th, steamer Belliugl
V
York.
FALL RIVER—Ar 19th, b,v
lla*kell. Calais.
BEVERLY—Ar 7th. sch William, Dniu
Calais.
SALEM—Ar lftfh, brig Russian, Toothaker, from
Portland for Havana, and sld 11th.
BOSTON—Ar 10th, sch L W Pierce, Loring, from
New York.
Ar 11th, sell* Village Gem. Atkins, Baltimore; Bay
State, liailett. New York.
CM 12th. bark Evelyn. Patterson, St Jago; schs
Hanover. Case, Aux Caves; Jerusha Baker, Barberick. Portland.
Ar Pith, schs Frolic. McCarty, tm Belfast; Eastern
Clipper. Tat box, Westport.
Cld 12th. brig J W Woodruff. Eaton, Portland, to
load for Cuba: sch El Dorado, Cole. Marhias.
EASTPORT—Cld 6th. bark Annie L Mowe, Bucknaiu, Bristol Channel.

the

the

committee, consisting of one from
each County on the part of the House, w ith

Uur country's glowingpast, halthousand associations of heroic patriotism, mingled with Christian piety; her

“Shall

ly

re-

it was ordered that so much of the Governor’s
address as relates to aid to volunteers, be re-

religion.

I have

order that the

an

Thing

manufacture of

Apples, Flour,

.%/ W | BIILS. BALDWIN APPLES.
mUU 4,000 Lbs DIMED APPLE!}.

per.

Fragrant Sozodont.—The most convenient and
efficacious Dentifrice the world has ever produced.

“Shaver's Patent Eraser” is decided-

2y

Elizabeth, Copeland of Calais, Drummond of

ruptive of private virtue, so subversive of naprosperity, so blighting to civilization
by

deed when he

the Committee on the

of

and Physician, attends exclusively to Disof the Urinary and Genital Organs, and Female
Complaints of ail kinds, and the more obscure diseases of the Pelvic Vicera, as Piles, Ruptures,llvdrocele, Varicocele, Fistula, Early Decline of Manhood,
Ac. Dr. AI. keeps him self posted in all the improvements in the cure of Disease, made in this
country
or Europe, and spares no expense that his patients
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
the world affords.
Advice free.
*fP"Otlice 8*>
Court street. BOSTON. Hours from It) A. AI. to 2
P. AI and 6 to 8 P. M.
Airs. AI., who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maladies of her sex, can be consulted by ladies.
m i* ins
nr in mi <u
who
ooarn
ana exjioiienceu
nurses.
oct3eod0iu
eases

the grass paper is
paper from rags. An
manufacturer of paper suggests to

amLnl

Harvey, Biddeford.
Ar 10th, ship National, Tripp, Valencia; bark Jas-

Surgeon

rag-man!

ate ; and Messrs. Cobb of Rockland, Cony of
Augusta, Stetson of Bangor, Vickery of Cape

tional

lowed

a

The annual report of the State Treasurer
was referred in concurrence with the Sen-

of every citizen of this country? Shall we
not reject a maxim so opposed to
right, so cor-

ana

raise

Message.—Adjourned.

and Perkins

cornu

soft, and

in the

Philadelphia.

Diseases of the Urinary Organs.
*3^“J C. AH ITT, AI. D.. Operating and Consulting

common

altogether of rags

BROWN,

410 Arch St.,

—

retrod

ships Wizard King, Morse, New York via
"*bip Island; Jennie Beals,Crockett, dodo; Catharine. Freeman, New York; Moro Castle. Ross. Fortress Monroe via Ship Islauil; 31st, bark Ibis, Hatch,
New York.
Ar 1st inst, ship Oroondate*. Sprague, fm Boston;
Bernard. Hubbard, New York; brigs A ilorta. Orcutt, and Lagrange, Rolling, do; A E Reed, Turner.
New 1 ork ; 2d. Josiah J ex, Simmons, N York.
BALTIMORE— Ar 10th, bark Warren, Peter*, St
Thomas.
Cld 9th, brig Susan Don can. Mitchell, fm —.
PHILADELPHIA—ArUtli, brig S Thurston, Lanpher, < ardenas.
Cld 9th, bark White Wing. Wilson, I.agtiayra.
Cld 9th. sch Maine Law. Amesbury, Portland.
NEW YORK—ArOtli. ship J Montgomery, Hamilton, Lisbon: brigs Sarah Flagg, RuinbaM.Tarragouai
Rainbow, Jansen, New Orleans; sch Trade Wiutf,

I could hear every
in the cellar and

respecting

J

Boston.
Ar 90th,

stand

AIRS. M. G.

paper, and the entire adoption of new
material. “King Cotton” will be degraded In-

HOUSE.

several

‘•Now in view of these facts

tion

office, Messrs.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO—Sid 9thinst,(l>y tel)ship Haze,
tlolme*. Mau/unilla.
SHIP ISLAND—In port 1st inst. ship New England, Edge, disg; barks (ien Berry, Emery, and Tetnplar, Mitchell.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar26th, bark Pearl,
Harding,
SAN

the ‘dock tick in the parlor. Grateful to God
great deliverance, I heartily commend her

Nov. 18—tf

doubt

no

can now

become due and payable, and that I will be in
attendance *t my office over 92 Commercial
street, Portlanu, from the 12th to the 24th dav of January, 1803,
for the purpose of receiviug said faxes, and
granting
Licenses to all persons within that portion of the
First District included in the (
of Cumberland.
otinty
And 1 further give notice, and call attention to the
following provisions of the Act:—“AH persons who
shall neglect to pay the duties and tores so as aforesaid assessed upon them, to the Collector or his
Deputies, within the times above specifted, shall he liable
to pay ten per centum atIt lit tun'd
upon the amount
there oT."
And I would also call attention to the
following
Ac|
License*
provision Df the
auy p« rsou or persons shall exercise or carry on
any trait* or business hereinafter mentioned, for tho
exercising or carrying on of which trade or business
a license is
by this Act. without taking out
such license as in that behalf
required, he, she, or
they, shall. Ibr.every such offence, respectively forfeit
a penalty’equal In three times
the
of ike duty
or sum of mtmey moused for tuck
license.''
NAFICL J. MILLF.it.
Collector of the First Collection District in the .State
of Maine.
Portland, Jan. lOtlv, 1803.
JanW dlOt

appearing

mode of treatment to ail who suffer as 1 have doue."
Every kind of diseased and weak eyes, also Catarrh,
healed, aud a cure warranted. Charges moderate.

us, that lie shall not be surprised if the result
of the present pa|>er panic should l>e the rejec-

of the Land office.
to

roan

he

!

for his

news

to

labie, and referred

country—we will remain

*

He closes

right,

intelligent

the Committee to in-

was

and

tougher than

prevailed.

to

Mr. Starr's resolution

defend ourselves.
right
But if we refuse to fight for our country,
the cry of treason is raised, and we are asked
if we will turn traitors to our country? But
we

white, even,

importance

port of the Liquor Commissioner be referred
to the Joint Special Committee on the inves-

can

to

joined

u

Mr. Woods introduced

refuse our support. But sup|K>se all
refuse,then the war will cease,as it ought. But
suppose the enemy is not willing for it to cease
Then it changes its character; we are now in

But

the

hear

Skowlie-

One is ninety per cent, straw, another ninety
per cent. wood, and the third is one hundred
per cent, prairie <jrass. They are all very

uiju

to come up

ed.

to

her.

we

Committee
passed
to report the disposition of the several portions of the Governor's Message, and Messrs.
Barrows, Woods, and Emcrsou were appoint-

whether the

country has turned traitor

ntn

can

On the 10th of April.
the several alteration9,
undermentioned, will b. made in the lights of the
vort of Liverpool.
1. North tied LightShip .-To be removed from
icr present berth to the position
indicated by the
transition of the Ormshead Light from bright to red
ind bv the masking or unmasking of the
Upper Hovake Light ou a NS'W bearing: she will lie off the
West extreme of the Three and Four Fathom Tonne
in
fathoms at low water, and will exhibit a powerful bright Revolving Light,
once in
every
minute, with the following bearings: Ormshead
Light West. 20 miles; Queen’s Channel Boll Beacon
Last, 3J miles; Formby Light Ship. E \ 8, 6 miles,
NW Bitov of East Iloyle. S8E 4J miles; Helbre
Fairway Buoy, 8 by E, 4J mile*.

NOT ICRS.

application

COLLECTIONDISTRICT,MAINE.

received from the Assessor of
fhliw^ 'f**1
the State of Maine,
rIE?*:01lL,c,tio“ District inDuties
assessed in the
mnnifcAf
i2fthlruw,,ln<
month of December,
1882— that the said taxes have

l.

I went to the Preble House and made arrangements for Mrs. B. to treat me for deafness. In 24
1

FIRST

2i\!.h.P

urday

hours after her first

ADVERTISEMENTS.

INTERVAL REVERIE,

Francisco, Kilby, Boston, by J B Brown &

LIVERPOOL.

will find

voice in the house.

NEW

NNE —Barks Ocean** Favorite. I
I ^ pursuance of the provisions of the Act of Conbrigs Martha Washington, Minnie
“An Act to provide Internal Keverraub; *ch Maracaibo, and other*.
Rjesa entitled
r“e
“ilHI>.ort *he Government and pay the iuterest
approved July 1.1802, Iherrbv
XOTIC E TO MARINERS
\
1 liavH

“I, Bartlett J. Dccoster, No. 2 Hall's Court, Portland, give this certificate, to certify that I have been
deaf from a child, and for twelve years past have
been quite deaf. I have spent hundreds of dollars,
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Sat-

a

I

Kl>~wind
»^V,I
lulena. Hunter;

Deafness Cured.—Mrs. M. G. Brown will be at
the Preble House for one week.
A remarkable case of denfuesscured in
twenty four
hours by Airs. M. G. Brown, Professor outlie K e
and Ear. and proprietor of Poor Richard’s Eye Water.

jy*’ We have samples of printing paper before us, from three different kinds of material.

would not expecommittee now7.

the affairs of the Laud

An order

opposed to the
moral law? Is the subject to judge of every
enactment of his government and obey if he
approve; if disapprove, disobey ? No. It is not
a tight thing to resist civil
authority and may
not he done except our country be manifestly
or avowedly wrong. But
if it is clearly wrong
and actually in war, what shall we do? We

cannot turn with

r.

iii'Hikiii

acknowledged
subject, but thought it

vestigate

command of Government is

and

of land,

aenneuec

be made, about which there

Stewart, Starr, and Klliott.

*****

the

quality

important subjects

The Senate

peril his life
battle field where lie could not ask that
aid, and where death would be eternal destruction? The principles such a maxim involve

ought

lit

t|itt<

The motion to table

self? And what Christian would

decide

wun u»! runiHnu anu

those

If we did not wish

inferior

dite the matter to raise

on a

to

were

entitled to twenty-seven

Mr. Woods
of the

could then turn his eyes towards Heaven and
ask his God to nerve his arm to strike the
blow, and if he fall to receive his spirit to Him-

But tc/io then is

an

York,

this session.

stand at the sacred desk and send up a prayer
of faith for the success of our army? What
Christian patriot as he enters the battle Held

opposed

mure

of the most

preme Judge ofthe world for the rectitude of
his intentions? What holy man of God could

and the conduct it sanctions are

put up with

111 nr*

What

the Su-

to

were

hundred thousand acres.

Gov-

our

right is, there is my country; where wrong is,

Payment

four States

VTiMUIliUlllt

my

suffering,
commanding and overpowering military genius when and where it
is imperiously demanded. At the present moment Roeecrans seems to be the
only man who
■ends inspiring news to the federal capital.
Where he goes victory seems to follow. He ibow the rising man.
Would that bis spirit
lack of great

had

Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Massachusetts,
all considering the matter.
Unitedly

assistance if called upon. Who would not say
that God would curse in his wrath the nation that dared engage in such a war as the
vmv-

New

run

Sch
>on.

picking Sambucj
admirable article

Oranges!—Persons wishing for sweet
a fresh lot ol splendid ones at It.
W. JoueV this day received per steamer. JaulO—lw

meeting of the Bath City Council on Friday
evening, that parties were ready to put on one
or more good boats, if such
an arrangement

Act is entitled to the first

choice of location of the lands.

ensuing spring,

to

in auothcr column

Havana

Oranges,

gan to Bath, to connect with a nightly line of
boats to Boston. Mr. Moses, the President of
the Bath and Androscoggin road, stated at the

only object was to gain
haste, as by one
Act of Congress, the State

first

tlie

a woman

SPECIAL

purpose.

five o’clock P. M. train of cars from

There was need of

provision in the
accepting the

a

rob it of

war

same

contemplation

Mr. Starr said his
time.

Sch ChriatUna, Knljjht, Fortrcsi Monreo, by Kates
Libbv.
SellJ \V. Falkucr, Washington DC, by J p Brig1 ain & <
Sch E F Lewis, Wallace, New York, by J B Brown
J

Drapes, for Speer's Wine. It is an
used in hospitals, and by the first families in Paris
London and New York, in preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfaction.
dec 22 dly

21T” The Bath Times learns that it is in

terfere with them.

with

Skk

hospitals in Washington, tlie
following: Jas. Barbour, Co. B, 10th Me.;
J. C. Maskan,Co. I, 4th Me.; Isaac Wilson,
Co. K, ldth Me.; James M. Walker, Co. G,
10th Me.; Chas. E. Steples, Co. D. 5th Me.;
David Cutting, Co. C, gUtli Me.

lay the order upon the
table, as an order was Itelng prepared for a reference of the whole message to appropriate
committees, and he thought it best not to in-

enactment.

are

soldiers at tlie

Mr. Woods moved to

any other law of the land.
doubt in the mind of the sub-

ject
its

much of

so

mittee.

then liccomes

war

law of the land and hinds the

the same force

order that

an

since.

E^” We find among tlie recent deaths of

Message as relates to an Agricultural College, and donating lands for that
purpose, be referred to a Joint Special Com-

wrong" is

too, Iroin

battles, be

Mr. Starr offered

the law of expediency.

examples
Suppose it declare

for tlie

Emerson. Spring, and Roberts.

1st, From its intrinsic nature it is opposed
to the law of right.
2d, From its practical effect it is opposed to
For

binding, Messrs.

and

printing

the Committee

the Governor’s

know not, but the fact cannot be winked out
of sight that we are suffering, and
a

to contract for

few sentences:

a

Penney,

was

as

and flies

days

of street sweepno rarity in tlie

Trinity Church, New York, to Miss Bovina
Warren, tlie dwarf lady. The General is said
to be wortli {5200,000.
EfE’ Tlie National Advocate, Jacob Barker's paper in New Orleans, has been suppressed by Gen. Banks, much to the satisfaction of the Union men in that city.
2yrhe Bangor Whig says Messrs. Hunt
and Warren, on Wednesday, sent off by cars
one hundred horses
purchased by them for the
cavalry service. They are still buying horses

of

Spring.

The President announced

Boston,

few

a

Aqua-

EF" Gen. Tom Thumb is to be married in

Rev. Mr.

passed that all petitions, for
private legislation, after February, be referred
to the next Legislature.

remember

but 1 also then obtained his

12. 1803.

Joint Special Committee consisting, on the
part of the Senate, of Messrs. White, Reed,
An order

in

ing

died

speaks

tlie

at

houses.

a

and

The Journal

2&

The report of tiie State Treasurer was laid
before the Legislature, and was committed to

which 1 have before me in full, showing what
Gen. Rains thought less than nine years ago. 1

has been

place

It is not so much the extent of the loss in this
case that gives to it a dispiriting effect, as the
fact that ground once recovered from the ene-

from

of our

well the able

we

The telegraph has already given the brief
that

Monday.—Prayer by
Augusta.

loyal clergyman still living

He was a noble man and possessed of much ability.
During his senior year at Yale College in
1854, he enrriod away in the Linonian society,
the 1st prize of his class for superiority in de-

our

The Disaster at Galveston,

account

of a

sou

Gardens, Boston,

rial

PUKS8.J

TO TIIK DAILY

Avgusta, Jan.

in Nashville,

Nor-

in this

•tong-shore

intended to

Among
Ilains, the

DISPATCH

2ty~The Bangor Whig is assured that we !
ignorant that our paper had not been
lent to them regularly. We had supposed
that they were receiving it daily, as their name
heads our list for that city.

SELECTED.

Barimm’s trained whale

SENATE.

General James Edward

was

the law of God.

chants of tlie North.

MP

[HPKCIAL

AND

were

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.

lion. The writer of this knew well a number
ot the younger rebel officers, as they were a
few years ago fellow students in Yale College.
them

ORIGINAL

-* •

It may bC a matter of interest to know some
Incidents of the persono/ history of those very
prominent in the history of the present rebel-

MAINE

PORTLAND,

BY TELEGRAPH.

The Gate Rebel Urn. Rains.

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within and
for the County of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of January, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hut dred and sixty-three.
M JORDAN, widow of James M.
A Jordan, late of Raymond in said Countv, deceased, having presented her petition that Ad'mitiist ration on the «**»tate of said dec#»ased
may be granted
to Oliver P. Jordan, of said Raymond
It woe Ordrrerf,Tluit the said Vetitioner give notice
to all persons interested, by causing notice to be
published three weeks successively in the Maine State
Press, printed at Portland, that thev may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on tho
first Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be granted.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS. Judge.
A true copy, attest,
30 w3W
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

I'MERANTIIA

!

j

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within and
for the Couuty of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of January, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixtv-three,
KoRgK W.QVIXBV, Administrator of the estate
W of IWnjamiu t/uinhy. late of Westbrook in said
County. Esq., deceased,
presented his
account of admiuistration of said estate for pro
If «ro* Ontrrrd, That the said Administrator gi*
tice to all persons intcrested, by causing not4
three weeks
in the "■
Press, print**#! at Portland, that thev
a Probate Court to be held at said
*
first Tuesday of February ne
t
iu the forenoon, and show
.-. !•*
iv*
why the same should nr
wn.f
e.
A true copy, attc
}A' K
Register

C'l

having

published

successively

J®w8w#

At a Cor
*n<1

ortlaud. within
erland, ou the first
venrofour Lord eigb-

rt>

three.
tJX, Guardian of George B.
.eir of James Hill, late of Cumberhis second account
having
-nship of saiu minor for probate
« OnUrrd, That the said Guardian giv#
*ce to all persons interested, by causing notice to
oe published three weeks suecessfvrdy, in the Maine
8tate Press, priuted at Portland, that thev mav appear at a Probate Court to he held at said' Portland,
on the first Tut**da.v of February next, at ten of tbe
clock in the forenoon, and show cause if any they
..

WHJ

presented

IUT

nui UV

Known

W ILLIAM (i. HARROWS.
A true copy. Attest.

SDwSw*

Judge

EUGENE HUMPH BET. Register

At a Court or Proratk held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the first
Tuesday of January, in the vemrofoRr Lord eighteen hnndred and sixtv-three.
I K MITt HELL. Guardian of George H
llill. late of Yarmouth ia said Countv. deceased,
having presented his petition that administration or
the estate of said deceased, may be granted to Cnpt.
Joseph Young, of said Yarmouth
It r-M (Wilfred, That the said Petitioner fire gotier to all persons interested, by causing notice to
be published three weeks successively, in the Maine
State Press, printed at Portland, that they mav sppear at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland,
on the first Tuesday of February next, at ten of the
olock in the forenoon, and show cans# if any they
have, why the same should not be grantrd
WILLIAM G. BAKRoW*. Judge.
A true copy Attest:
®w8w*
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.

VMM

At a Court of Probate held af Portland, within and
for the County of Cumberland, on the first T ireday of January, ia the year of our Lord right ca
hundred and sixty-three.
Forge W SANHoRN. Guardian of Nelson W
T sanborn. minor child and heir ofRufbs N. Sanborn. Inte of Baldwin in said County, deceased, havfor license to sell and coning presented his
rev certain real estate of said minor, as described in
said petition, an advantageous oflbr having been
made therefor:
ft tnu Ordered, That the said Petitioner give
notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to
t*. published three weeks successively in the Maine
State Press, printed at Portland, that they may apprar at a Probate Court to be held at said Port laud,
on the first Tuesday of February next, at ten of
the cloek In the forenoon, and show cause if nay they
hare, why the same should not be granted.
WILLIAM G. HARROWS. Judge
A true copy, attest.
3U wSw*
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register

(1

petition

•

ABOUT TOWN.

MATTERS
•

_____

£ySeth F. Clark, of Roxbury, Miss., Orderly Sergeant of Co. I), 1st Massachusetts
Regiment, was wounded in the left knee by a

! BY TELEGRAPH.
TO

Portland Daily Press.

ininie ball, at the battle of Fredericksburg,
which rendered amputation necessary. lie
bore the operation cheerfully and manfully.
Ilia case, however, took an unfortunate turn,

WaslUngton

and be died in

He was buried from

on

XXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.

Washington, Jan.

the doth ult.
A large
bankrupt act

father in Roxbury on Sunday.
The deceased was a native of Portland, son
of Mr. George F. Clark, formerly of this city,
and grandson of Mr. Selh Clark, now of IV estbrook. He was one of the earliest to enlist,
and had fought In fourteen battles during the
war.
He has left behind him an excellent
reputation, both as a good citizen ami a valiant
soldier. He wss an only child, and his loss
carries sorrow to the strickeu parents, and

grief

A resolution was offered that the Foreign
Committee inquire what further legislation is
necessary to carry out the treaty with Great
Britain of Aug. 8th, 1842.
A resolution was offered, requesting the
President to inform the Senate what measures
have been taken to enforce the provisions of
the act to suppress the rebellion and confiscate the property of the rebels, and if any additional legislation is necessary. Adopted.
A resolution was adopted that the Committee on tlie conduct of the war inquire what
objections and causes delay the execution of
confiscating the propeity belonging to the
rebels in t he District of Columbia, and whether additional legislation is necessary.
Mr. Wilson gave notice of a bill to consolidate the regiments in the field. Also, a hill to
facilitate the return of absent soldiers to the

convenient a craft as tlierells afloat. She will
have about 1SU berths in the cabin and plenty
of state-rooms on deck. We leant that, if not
taken up by Government, she will probably be
put on the route from this port to Belfast,
touehiug at Uockland and other places, and

army.

The bill providing for the further issue of
bonds and United States notes was called up.
A letter from the Secretary of the Treasury
was read, favoring the measure, and explaining that the resolution from the House would
The bill
not meet tin- wants ol Government.
was then passed.
The joint resolution from the House, for the
prompt payment of soldiers, was postponed,
Mr. Fessenden explaining that the hill just

the afternoon train from this
She will

ready

be

to

run

sometime in March.
Mercantile Library

Lecture.—'The

following telegram
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher:
New York, 10th January,
Mr. John Q. Twitcbell, Corresponding

presented.

diciary Committee.

gy The steamer Harvest Moon is fast approaching her complete fitting up. Site is now
receiving her engine, and workmen are busily
engaged iu making the other preparations.—
When completed she will be as lieautiful ami

connecting with
city to Boston.

were

Mr. Wilson presented the memorial of the
Emancipation League of Boston for the organization of an Emancipation Bureau.
A bill was introduced to aid Western Virginia in a more speedy and final abolishment
of slavery in that State. Referred to the Ju-

all who kucw him.

to

12.

SENATE.
number of petitions in favor of the

of hia

the residence

THE

has been received from
1803.
Secre-

The bill reorganizing the Court of Claims
taken up and considered.
The bill lor the discharge of State prisoners
was taken up, and Mr. Wilkinson addressed
By reference to advertisement, it will be the1 Senate upon the subject.
course of his remarks, Mr. Wilkinseen that Rev. E. C. Bolles, of this city, will
it seemed to him that the speech of
supply the place of Mr. Beecher this
or from Delaware, Mr. Salisbury,
Proper notice will be given of th“
for tlie sole purpose of aiding tiiose
ere determined to gain possession
which Mr. Beecher’s lecture
rnment or destroy it.
Ilis speech
.uost outrageous ever delivered in the
The Por*
.■rillc of the United States or any other de.i
high comp1’
lie characterized much of
liberative laid).
of M
n
this ci«the Senator's speech as untrue, and his assaults
apthe
President
were wanton and unjust.
..e ChroniGo:
upon
Jfo'
The Democrats, w hen the rebellion broke out,
..n that one with |
^"t-ie ys, “U ■'
gathered around the President, claiming to be
wtiom
,our year’s
college *c- in favor of putting down the reliellion, slid
cuiui ta
„o* honored by tbe President,
asked for an equal share In the offices. The
President was deceived by these men, and
doubt not he would, the nomination
placed them in high poeitioii*. and ra«l away
oemg confirmed by the Senate, admirably fulmany of his old and true friends. No iii.su
fil the duties of the office, his recent position
can ever succeed in this way.
There are eneas V ice Consul at Constant itiopfe having afmies in every department of the Government,
and these men must he removed. Who, of all
forded him experience which would be turned
the loyal people of the North, would have
to good Account."
i trusted the Quartermaster’s department to
such a man as Gen. Meigs with bis antecedRailway Traemc.—The receipts on the
cuts? Wlio wondered that tlie pontoons were
Grand Trunk Railway for the week ending
late at Falmouth, or who would have |>ci milled Gen. Thomas to have remained at tlie head
Jan. 3d were,
006,146 IS
of the Adjutant General's office? The frieuds
U2.21M 77
Corresponding week last year,
I of the President must hand togetlierto save the
Increase,
62/152 VS Government in its blackest hour, and do their
whole duty, or the Government would fall,
To which should be added the
and they would fall with it.
amount of company traffic during
Mr. Kaulshory said it was not his province
the week last year, which is included in tbe return abuve,
400 54 ! here to reply to the low blackguardism and
scurrility of the felon—
Mr, Ilale called Mr. Satdsbury to order.
Total increase,
63,202 52
Chair—The Senator from Delaware will rehis seat; he is out of order.
sume
Sy-The levee at Lancaster Hall last eveMr. Saul-bury again rising, said, if any one
at
of
the
for
the
benefit
Ministry
Large, questioned not his loyalty to this Administraning,
The hall was filled to
was a successful affair.
tion or tlie Republican party, but his loyalty
to the Constitution and Government of the
such an extent as to render the space for
United States, lie lied before men and in tlie
dancing rather limited. Still, everything
presence of high Heaven; and as the Senator
went on merrily, and all enjoyed the festivity.
from Minnesota has brought himself within
We were pleased to see so large an attendthat class, thus he led him.
Chair—Tlie Senator from Delaware is clearvice, as it must add something handsome for
ly out of order.
tbe relief of the poor children of the Sunday
The bill was postponed till to-morrow.
school connected with the Preble Chapel.
The Gill to raise volunteers for the defence
of Kentucky was taken up and passed.
Ball.—The
Pine
Tree
Anniversary
Alter transacting some minor business, the
State Club will give their grand Anuiversary
Senate adjourned.
UOCBE.
Ball to-morrow evening, at Lancaster Hall.
A resolution was adopted instructing the
It is the 10th anniversary of the Club, and
Military Committee, to inquire into the exthe members are bound to hare a grand time
pediency of providing for the payment of comChandler’s full Quadrille Band will
of it.
pany and regimental officers from tlie date of
perform the music. Tickets can be obtained their commission.
Mr. Colfax offered a resolution discharging
of the Committee of Arrangements, whose
the Ways and Means Committee from further
names may be seen in the advertisements.
consideration of the House bill reducing the
was

■

rate ol

duty on imported paper from .to
per cent, and that it lie now considered.

Personal.—Capt. Richard C. Shannon,
Assistant Adjutant General in the U. S. Army
and Chief on the Staff of Brig. Gen. Nathaniel J. Jackson, very unexpectedly dropped

regi-

Be will remain but

a

few

days.
yy-Our neighbors of
erected in their

gine

Argus have just
establishment an upright enthe

and boiler from the works of Messrs.

Winslow A Brown.
time

yesterday

seems

to

work

It was tried for the first
their press, and
The expense of

running
admirably.

in

ported rags.

A resolution was adopted that the President
furnish the House with full statistics of the
trade and commerce on the Great Lakes,
Western rivers and the St. Lawrence.
A resolution was adopted that the Xaval
Committee inquire into the expediency ol establishing a navy yard between the mouth of
Blank river and mouth of and north of Si.
Louis.
Mr. Wilson of Iowa, introduced the following joint resolution, and moved that it lie referred to the Judiciary Committee:
Whereas, The President, Cotnmander-inCfaief of the army and navy, on the 1st of January diil issue his proclamation in the follow
ing words: |IIcre follows the emancipation

running it is said to be much less than in running the horizontal engines, while it docs the
work equally as well and as rapidly.
Postage Stamps.—Many of our merchants
and other business men have

begun

to

refuse

in the way of change. The
•oiled stamps will be redeemed this month at
tbe Po»t Office, and not after. The attention

postage stamps

of those who hold these stamps is directed to
tbe rules laid down for their redemption which
may be fouud in
**

our

advertising

._;

column.

proclamation.] Therefore,

v>th Mr. Thos O.

—

inu

shfubi Tffruiii his yard,
Myrtle streets, us which

V-s-i.'

bfaiichw

uur
eornrr

to 10

On motion of Mr. Morrill of Vt., it was laid
on the table.
A resolution was adopted requesting the
Secretary of the Treasury to inform the House
what amount his been expended In the employment and sustenance oi' slaves in disloyal
States, and to what extent such expenses had
been compensated by the service of such
slaves.
A resolution was adopted instructing the
Agricultural Committee to inquire into the
expediency ol additional legislation relative to
the Agricultural Department.
A resolution was adopted instructing the
committee on Ways and Means to inquire into
the expediency of reducing the duty on im-

among bis family and friends in this city Saturday evening. It is the first time he has
ment iu June 1861.

oH rxii-t

by the Senate and House of RcpThat said proclamation be, and
hereby ratified, approved and con-

i

ti

oved to lay it on the table. Lost
and tbe young green leaves had commenced
—50 against 85.
Tile resolution was then referred to the JuThe ambitious
to put out in real earnest.
Committee.
young shoots will soon find the need of over- | diclary
A resolution was passed instructing the
coat and mittens, according to present appearMilitary Committee to inquire into the exances.
! pediency of granting a bounty land of 100
i acres to each soldier now serving, or who may
Removal.—Charles W. Smith has removed
enlist in any old regiment—said land to be
from his old stand on Silver street to No.'s 6
located in any confiscated rebel plautatiou as
A 8, on the opposite side of the street, next i soon as the rebellion is crushed.
A resolution was passed instructing the
below Warren Market, where he will be happy
Judiciary Committee to inquire what legislato supply all his old customers, and many new
tion is necessary to settle the disputed question of the right to lands of the Puget Sound
ones, with choice articles in the grocery line

j

See his advertisement.
Galt’s Elevator.—This

vast

structure is

engine, built by
nearly completed,
Messrs. Staples & Sons, is being pnt in. It is
supposed the building will be ready to receive
grain in the course of three or four weeks.—
The whole cost of this Elevator is about $50,and the

000.

Supreme Judicial
Court for Waldo County, which opened at
Belfast last Tuesday, continued but four days.
Judge Fox, who held the term, returued home
on Saturday. There were several jury trials
during the brief period the Court was in sesjyThe

term

of the

sion.
_

Agricultural Company.
A resolution was adopted requesting the
President to communicate what authority or
instructions were given to Gen. Dix in Virginia, Gen. Shepley in Louisiana, and Governor of Xortli Carolina, concerning the election
of representatives from those Slates.
Mr. Eliot asked leave to introduce

uiiuiniiiiiK

jected

a

mu vati

ui

rdiium

a

bill e»-

ipimoii.

wu-

to.

A resolution was adopted appointing a committee of five Ui inquire iuto tli« expediency
of establishing a military road from New York
to

Washington.

A resolution was adopted, instructing the
Naval Committee to inquire into the expediency of laving a cable from Fortress Monroe
and intermediate points to New Orleans.
A resolution was adopted to the effect that
it is tlie sense of the House, that no creditors
of the government are so meritorious as the
soldiers, and that no more money lie paid any
civil oltieer of government until every arrearage due to any regiment in the service lias

jy Don't forget that the second course of
the Temperance Assemblies opens this evening at Lancaster Hall. A few more tickets
Those who are not in- .been fully paid.
are left for disposal.
Mr. Stevens offered a resolution authorizing
clined to dance can purchase gallery tickets of
and requiring the President to raise 150,01)0
either of the managers or at the door.

Sleigh Ride.— It
that the
America Hose Co., are making arrangements
for a grand sleigh ride, dance, and supper,
to come off somewhere out of town, ai the
is

first

rumored

good sleighing.

$JT"We

learn that the steamer New England has been chartered for Government purpoees, and sailed last week from New York for

the South.

postponed

negroes to serve for five years as privates, to
receive five dollars )ier month, and non-commissioned officers ten dollars, with rat ions, etc.,
one half to lie set aside for their families, and
in case where they have no families to he retained until the end of their term of service.
Commissioned officers to have the same pay
as those of the
regular army. Company officers may be either white or black.
Reeruiting
offices may he established either in the North
or South.
Mr. Ccx moved to lay the resolution on the
table, host 53 against S3.

A further consideration of the resolution

to

a

week from next Wednes-

The House then went into a Committee of
the Whole on the hill pioviding ways and
means for the support of ilie government.
Mr. Stevens offered his substitute for the bill
of the Committee on Ways and Means.
Mr. Spaulding, in tile course of a speech,
said the Treasury requires one hundred millions before a bill can be passed and the notes
engraved. Filly millions will be required
within twenty days. Our soldiers in the field
should be paid. He showed that eleven hundred millions was required for the current
service. He favored the passage of the bill
reported by the committee of Ways and Means,
and said the only hope of success in any financial scheme was in a military success. If we
cannot achieve victories all is lost,because the
rebels depend on their force to sustain themselves. No compromise can be made.
Alter further debate the committee rose
and the House adjourned.

Scigc

or

Vicksburg

Our Forces to

Operate

Abandoned.

on some

other Place.

Cairo, Jan. 11.
The expedition against Vicksburg was withdrawn from the Yazoo river yesterday, safely.
A single attack by the enemy was repulsed by
our gunboats.
The Yazoo is abandoned as a
base of operations, the enemy being impregnable in front, facing that stream. There lias
been no lighting of any moment since last

Monday.
Nothing lias been heard from Gen. Hanks or
Admiral Farragut, Gen. McCleruand arrived
here on Thursday night.

The army is now in transports at Milliken's
Bend. No further developements have been
made of the movements of Gens. Pemberton
and Price in Vicksburg. The enemy were reinforced to the number of 00,000 men. They
had 1(10 guns in their batteries, besides their
field artillery.
Our losses on the Yazoo will amount to 2500
,,
The loss of the enemy is unkuown.
or 3000.
It has been raining here incessantly lor the
30
hours, causiug a heavy rise in the Mispast
wtttv'miil

tary M. L. A.:
father seems near to death. I cannot
leave home next week. Will write.
II. W. Beecher.

My

visited his home since he left with his

was

day.

rlvor

A council of war was held on hoard the Tigress, Gen. McClernand's headquarters, on
Sunday. Commodore l’orter, Geus. Sherman,
McClernaml and other ortlcers were present.
It was determined that it would lie folly to
make any further attack ou Vicksburg with
the present force, that the enemy received
their reinforcements too rapidly, and that there
were no prospects of our side receiving reinforcements: therefore it was deemed expedient to almndon the attack ou Vicksburg and
A point ol
operate against some other place.
attack was decided on, but its publicity is forbidden.
Tile following day l*ot h fleets got
under wav.
There was no coal for the gunand
Isiats,
they were unable to raise steam.—
The transports took Uie gunboats in tow, and
moved slowly along.
The advance arrived
here last evening and met coal going down
river.
There was considerable excitement at the
month of the Arkansas Itlver. The rum I’onchartrniu is down the river.
The gunboats
and rams are waiting for her.
the Army of the Potomac.—Items from
Richmond Papers.
Headquarters Army of Potomac, I
Jan. 12.
)
Co!. II. F. Clark chief of C. S. lias ordered
that all the hides ami tallow of beeves slaughtered for the army of the Potomac shall hereafter be delivered to the Post Commissary at
Alexandria.anil lie there sold at public auction
The number slaughterto the highest bidder.
ed varies from 150 to 200 per day.
The Richmond Enquirer of to-day has the
From

following:—
Vickuburg, Jan. 8.—To Hon. J. O. Selden :
From latest inlorniation, 1 am satisfied that
the enemy’s transports have gone up the river.
There are only seven gunboats between the

!

|

From California.
San Francisco, Jan. 12.
Steamer Pacific, from Oregon and British
Columbia, arrived to-day with $8*',000 in
treasure.
The steamer Scotland sailed to-day for Hong
Kong with $190,000 in treasure, and produce
valued at $60,000. The Scotland is the first of
a line of four British steamers to
Japan and
China from San Francisco.
The ship Washington has sailed for Hong
Kong carrying California produce and $200,000
in treasure.
The ship Merrimac sailed for Liverpool with
30,000 sacks of wheat.
The resolutions endorsing the emancipation
proclamation, after an extended debate, passed
both Houses of the Legislature, 8 senators and
11 assemblymen opposing them.
The coinage of the branch mint of San
Francisco for the past year amounted to

American and

OIjITB
M HI celebrate their Tenth
Anniversary'

by giving

A

J,800,300 67

Investment*—at market raftt*
real estate.

an

to secure

States;
Britain, France, aud other
foreign countries. Caveats, Siiecitications, Bonds,
Assignments,aud all Papers or Drawings for Patents,
executed oil liberal terms, and with despatch. Researches mode into American or Foreign works, to
determine the validity or utility of Patents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in all matters
the same. ( opies of t he claims of any
Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar. Assignments recorded at
The Agency is not only the largest in New England, but through it inventors have advantage s for
securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability of
inventions, unsurpassed by. if not immeasurably superior to, any which can be offered them elsewhere.
Hie Testimonials below given prove that none is
MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATEN I OFFICE
than the subscriber: and a- SUCCESS IS THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, he
would add that he has abundant reason to believe,
aud can
prove, that at no other office of the kind
are the OMurgea far moAu i >nal wrrlei
so moderate
File immense practice of the subscriber during twenty rears past, has enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection ol specifications and official decisions relative to patents.
These, besides his extensive library of legal and
mechanical works,and full accounts ol patents granted in the United States and Europe, n ude him able,
beyond question, to offer sii|jerior facilities for ob-

15
60
2*3
60
50
60
60
20
80
82

touching

y,

15,180 00
l.lno 00
1,060 00

"
"
Lowell
Pemberton
Lawrence,
Bay .State,
B'nk ofC’ommerco,Boston,”
North America,
99
Howard Bank,
Safety Fund Bauk,

"
"
•’

6.250 00
1.500 00
5.126 00
6.000 00
6.000 U0
6,000 00
2,000 00
8,000 00
3.200 00
18.466 00
6,225 00

Eliot'Bank,

Lowell & Lawrence K. R.
99

Stony

99

Brook

Manufacturing Stocks,
6 United States Bonds, 6 percent.due 1881,
Deposited with l’. S. As lstaut Treasuier
at Boston,
Balance in hands of Agents,
!

15,000 00

of the To is not determined
#10,000 00
Amount of all other claims against the
Co., (chieflv dividends uncalled for)
1,786 92
.1. W I»ANI ELS. President.

EPHRAIM BROWN, Secretary.

JOHN W.

MUNGER, Agent,
No.

Head of

Jan2

Long Wharf.

JI

I> W
K. B.

i\. »,,,,,h.
b.

J L.

Burnham,

Rogers,
po„,

kutnerj.

b. Lln<ola.

floor Managers.

rBt«-b*r'
Uo*'

J-UHmore.
A

Tbompeon.

Ticket* $1.00—to be obtained of Com ot Arrant'!*,
HTHwBbjr Chandler fn I (gsadrUk Hand *
Dancing Ur commence at 9 o'tfloek
)aiilo td

N. C. n. /tsswialios,
The noil meeTihg of this Aaociatton fof
,
l»t*.vrt»«,ill be I,eld Thnn*
At '*•/ evening Jan. 15. at T| o'nook. In their
~

THK

l.ibrmry

I'l’BLIe

Ha

AHE

ISVITE0.

Ii*r»thni lor

IK»ca**ran«

nrtntrrri. That the die,am ,.u,nmM
upon hIucahoii.
Per order of ( ommifter.
F * CAUSLEY.
J*n,°
1 he

gX

Second Course

drpefll
Sec'y.

of*

/ftm

Assemblies

1‘aWUs

Will comfnence

THE-

—OF

Whiting.

»

/el Traper-nce
*“ -A*

ST AT E Ji ENT

TERTIMOllJk L A

Jan. I life,

Committee of Arrangement*.
f. U. Widber.

A

Fore Street,

H»<i

Wednesday Evening.

ST o

Lowes reported upon which the liability

OlHec

On

*142 68

#152,924 13

Liarilitien.

AT LANCASTER HALL,

#42,981 10

Loans,amply secured by pledge of stocks,
132 shares Appleton Bank, Lowell,Mass.,
"
Prescott
10 "

extensive practice of upwards of twenAFTER
Patents in the Unitty yeai s,continues
ed
also in Great

BALL,

.*

Loans, amply secured by mortgages of

Washington.
From Fortress Monroe.—Southern Items.
Fortress Monroe, Jan. 12.
Steamer Metamora, under a tlag of truce,
arrived at Fortress Monroe to-day from City
Point, and brings 320 paroled Union prisoners, and six women and children.
It is reported in Richmond that the rebel
gunboat Merrimac is now laying under the
guns of Fort Darling, having gone below the
blockade obstructions, and cannot returnon
account of low water in James river.
At Newber.t on Weduesday last wers
Yankee transports. The forces there include
uie cummumi* ui uiree iuajur vrcuerais, wilH.ll
gives a force of 50,000 at least.
There is a formidable fl»*ct at Beaufort. It
is supposed an attack is meditated on Wilmingtaining patents.
All ueoessRy of a journey to Washington, to proton and Goldsboro’.
cure a patent, and the usual great
delay there, are
.Seventy-three Yankee officers are in Atlan- | here saved inventors.
ta, Ga.

Official Report of tho Battle at Springfield.
"I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
I successful practitiouers a it h whom I have had offiWashixotox. Jan. 12.
cial
intercourse.”
CHARLES MASON,
The following dispatch has been received a
Commissioner of Patents.
In Providence, K. I.,
Hcadquaters here:
‘•I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
St. Liyul*%Jan. Wth.—To M^j. Gen. II. W.
On the 90th day ol November, A. D. 1842.
they cannot employ a person nutr, c<nn/n t>nt and I
Hal leek, General-in-Chief:—I have good news
trustworthy, ai d more capable ol putting their ap- I
1st, 1861.
from Springfield. Our troops have repulsed
plication in a form to secure for them an early and ! Incorporatrd.Mag
lavorable consideration at the Patent Office.”
the rebels,and we hold the place. The rebels
Capital, all paid in cash.9130.000 00
EDM PND BURKE.
were retreating.
I have three columns going
Late Commissioner of Patents.
INVESTMENTS
towards them.
•
2300
shares Bank of Commerce stock,
9110,0(4) 00
Mr R. II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN ap*•
American Bank
800
Gen. Brown loses nil arm.
40.00000
Col. Crabb, of plications, on all but oxk of which patents havebecu
'*
Merchants'
Bank
400
2 .000U0
granted, aud that is now pending. Such unmistak19th Iowa regiment, succeeds him in com"
Globe Bauk
400
2 •,»*») 00
able
of
talent
and
on
his
gr«»nt
proof
part
ability
mand. The troops, including the eurolled mi'•
What Cheer Bask
100
6.00000
leads me to recommend all inventors to apply to him
••
litia, behaved nobly.
lot
l'keuix Bank
to procure their patents, as they may be sure*of hav6,00000
the
G.
R.
most
faithful
attention
bestowed on their
ing
(Sigued)
Ccutis, Maj. Gen.
•300.000 00
cases, aud at very reasonable charges.”
Amount of Premium Notes,
14.83* 74
JOHN TAGGART.
From Washington.—The McDowell Court of

Merchants’ Insurance Co.,

AT LANCASTER HALL.
On Tuesduy

Evening, Janaary 13th,
TO

CLOSE

WIT*

A Grand Ball!
Tickets for the Course—WO First half, fl.76;
Single I ickefs. 76 cents: Tickets to the Gallery, 26
cents—to be had of tl»e Managers and at the door.
IV Mo*is by ChanUIcr’k Band of screw pieces.

*•

B.

Manaokk*—J. if Batl-erick, W. H. Phillina. J.
Hackly ft, C. G. Ilart in.
janl2w*

'*

•*

Inquiry.
Washixotox, Jan. 12.
In the McDowell Court of Inquiry, to-day,

i/unngeigui

rnoniua,

suuocnoer,

me

in

coarre

ui

l»is Urge practice, made on ttrice rejected applications* SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE of which
was decided in hig favor, by the Commissioner of Pa-

Gen. Meade was examined, testifying that on
the 29th of August, in the morning, he reported in person to (Jen. Sigel the
position of (Jen.
Reynold's division, and asked him for orders
in tin* absence of both (Jens. Pope and McDowell. who could not be reached by him at
the time. He also detailed the movements,
Ac., of Reynold's division on the 27th,28th and
29th with minuteness, and also so much of the
movements of Gen. McDowell’s
corps in those
days as came to his knowledge.

tents.

K. H. EDDY.

jan8eodly
NOTICE

TO

S.IOKERS!

I liave just received

Also,

of XATCRAL LEAF TOR At
celebrated “Mayapple” brand.
Our assortment of

fine assortment

a

CO, including the

i* worthy of all able bodied men who love a
smoko. MEERSCHAUM and BRIER-ROOT

Spkixgfield, 111.,

Jan. 12.
W. A. Richardson was elected Senator this
afternoon. The vote stood for Richardson 06,
for Gov. Yates 37.

good

New York Market.

on

baud, at

LO RING’S DRUG STORE,
Corner of Exchange Street.

jau&

9220.733 82
Amount of marine risks out-

standing,

9224,796 00

ing.

3.982,960 00

Amouut of premiums thereon,
Amount of lire risks outstand-

Beef—oui

JOHY T. ROUERS A

(Signed)

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
and

JOHN W. NUNGEK A SON,

January 1st,

1863.

129

Middle Street

129

-HAVE-

English. Erints,
DRESS

GOODS,

Cotton* and

SILKS, WOOLENS, DELAINES,
and all other goody usually found in

A

Goods

Dry
We

also

are

Store !

Agents for Foy’a

Corset and Skirt Supporter.
Portland. Jan. 2d, 1863.
tl'AAnn

Importer*

kl!

jan3 2m
rm. ■» ■ ’Y.

j

Relief Association of the Portland Fire In-partincut will lx* held at the Chief Enirimer's

*

14th.

at

office, on Wednesday Evening, January
7J o'clock, for the choice of Trustee*, and the

trau*actiAju of other bu*ine** that n<n
conte before
them.
Per order of the President,
J. C. TUKESBUKY,Secretary.
Portland. January 1,1863.
janl

Tor

City

City

or

BUTLER &

January 9th, 1861.

PROPOSALS will be received by
Committee on Cemeteries and Public Ground*,
office
at the
•! < 'ify Engineer, until Monday, the 26 th
inst., for the construction of a Tomb in Evergreen
and specifications which may
as
Cemetery,
per
be seen at City Engineer’s Office. The Committee
to
the
reserve
right
reject proposals not satisfactory.
Per order of Committee.
A. K. StIURTLEFF, Chairman.
jar9 td

SEALED

10/’. M.—The Republican caucus has just !
plans
adiourued without making a nomination for i
Senatorship. They sat with closed doors.
Intimations arc thrown out that Mr. Wilmot
will be nominated to-morrow morning. Mr.
I.ovejoy's resolution, oflered this afternoon,
will probably not be pressed to a final vote.
Kail Koad Bond*.
On the first ballot in the Democratic caucus,
of the second mortgage Ho.id* of the
Buckalow received 111 votes, Campbell 111,
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
thereon due ou the 15th of OcHughes 41, Foster 10, Black 5, Gov. Porter 1. I the interestcoupons
tober, 18*52. are hereby requested to deposit the same
The balance scattering. The second ballot
in my hands, for which receipts will be given and
resulted :—Buckalow 20,Camplsdl 18, Foster 8,
hereafter exchanged for certificate* of stock in the
Portland tk Kknnkrko Railroad, (a netc ory<mHughes 12, and balance scattering. The sixth
ization,) os soon as the books and certificates cun be
ballot resulted:—Buckalow 40, Campbell 10,
prepared, in accordance with a vote of said Compa8.
This
the
Buckalow
as
nominated
Hughes
J. S. CL’SIllNG,
ny, Nov. 8,1862.
Democratic candidate for U. S. Senator.
Treasurer Portland & Kennebec Railroad.
drcl8 dtf
Augusta, Dec. 16, 1962.
8tock Market.
New York, Jan. 12.
Cooper's Shop lo Eel.
Second Board—Stocks higher.
Commercial Street, head of Hobson’*'Wharf.
Illinois Central.*. 88
Inquire of J. H. HAMLKN,
Office ou Hobson’s Wharf.
*ep4tf
Michigan Southern guaranteed,... 973
New fork Central.117;
Michigan Central,... 9th
Notice*.

HOLDERS

ON

C'opart-

JOHN A. TITCOMB was admitted a partner
our firm from the first instant.
JolIN W. PERKINS & CO
dlw*
Portland, January 9, 1863.

dilre**
dl‘c30iwd

Or Brooklyn. New York.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER

Hampden

MERCHANDISE.
_

>)

UrnMi Swil and U <■«.«. Boer.
New IIEBDS GRASS

* (^()()

»■» Rbla. Weaker. Me.. REEF,
For .ale by
W. II SHAW A SON.
Si I omuierclal Stmt.

jaulHiw

t/Wl BBLS. Hemberford Mills Floor.

CP*

rVr 2»K) Bbls. Clear and Extra Pork.
Mcm
fia) *•
100Tubs J.ard, from northern llogs, of our own
For sale by
packing.
J
r ROGERS k CO..
No. 12V ommercial Street.
janl 3w

Oranges, Oranges, Oranges.
U kA SWEET ORANGES. juat reeel red
r\_PvP from Nxssua. N P.. and for sale by
FKNDEKSON it .HABINE,
d2w
9 Exchange Strut.
jadl

Of

k i

*300,000.

Fire Insurance Co.,

Fire Insurance

Conway

Company,

Or Bosrox, Mass.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

Union Fire Insurance

Company,

Or IUbqor. Me.
Cash

Capital, paid in

and invested

*100,000.

according to law,

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins. Co.

/Etna Life Insurance

j

VliIIIOY
Meals

at all

Office—-comer

milk Streets

Exchange and

ol

Portland.

—

FALL RIVER TOSEW YORK. l'HILADELrillA. BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.

VIA

DRAUGHT

Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland

BUSHELS Extra Mealing Cora,
*.1 Bbi.. Stoue Mill. Flour.
160 Bbls. A1 cade
60
Chieasaw
••

*•

66

"

60

CHAS. S. BURGES*.
HENRY H. BURGESS.
1.1882.
janl d3w

name

a

of

Union

ALSO, LIFE INSURANCE.

MARINE

**

oO.OOO
Cheap Pine Boards.
12»».00o Hue Clapboards—planed.
80.000 Hprnce C’apboards
100.000 Extra Cedar tfldugbs.
GEO F. FOSTER.
By
At the bead of Unfou Wharf.
Portland, Dec. lltb, 18tf>.
dtf

FOR SALE.

300 000

BnA

copart-

aa

SPRUCE DIMENSION, a'l sires.
1MKHCS. HASHES
BLINDS, LA TBS. CLAPBOARDS—Fitted ai d Rough.
OUTSIDE SASHES i>n band.
200 Bbla.

Choice Brand FLOUR, for fbmily wee, by
RUFUS DUCKING,

Hobson
oc30 d3m

Wharf, foot of High Street.

FOR SALE & TO LET.

in tin* -f*eo»d

rll.VMBKUS
Middle stroet—Mitchell's
given immediately, inquire
Jan2 tf

HENRY H BURGESS,
CHARLES S. FOBES.
1863.
janl d3w

NOTICE.
subscriber is obliged to call on all persons indebted to him for immediate settlement of their
demands, as he is about leaviug the State.
On, and for a few days after, the 15th of January,
an opportunity will be offered for settlement without
costs, at thoodice of Dr. Hutchiusou. Gray.
WM. WARREN GREENE. M D.
Gray, January 1, 1863.
jui»8 dlOt

New

and

—ALIO—

modern built HOUSE. Ho. 30 Ranforth
street, suitable fbr a genteel family—containing fifteen rooms.
Enquire of J h KING, iu rear of 30 Danfbrth
declOtf
Street.

MA

To Let.

S. H. COLES WORTHY'S,
No. 05 KlrhUfK strret.

To Lot.
.The large Houie on the corner of Mid'
die and «rill»» Street*, recently ocenpml by Mr* C. A. Richard* a* a boardl'mweaalou gheu iramedihouM*.
JUSl^^L.tc! v For particular* enquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR

fjiwm

QIIL
,!!|H fig,
^Utt

WANTS.
Saturday evening, between South and India
street*, ou Free or Middle, a Port-monuaie containing a sum of money. The tnder will be well
Jan 12—lw*
rewarded by leaving it at thi* office.

OX

Wanted.
young
good
steady
kind.
habits, employment of
BY
The subscriber is’ndlafraid ol work—ean write and
a

man.

of

character and

some

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
and

a

large assortment of

Gift Books and

Fancy Articles,

-FUR-

of

Gentleman and bis wife, and a few single gentlemen, cun be accoiuinodated with board and
pleasant rooms at the above house, No. 87 MIDDLE
Jan 3—d2w*
STREET.

ner

LOUT!
ROTS

Christman 4t New Year’s Presents.
decM 8w

House.

commodious Chamber Id the northerly corof the new brick block, corner of l.lmeand
Street*, directly facing the market. Keut uw.
Enquire at other of
OCEAN ISSI RAXC K CO..
dtf
No. r Kachangc St,
Sept. 15.1S«S2.

THE
Milk

TOYS!
PLEASE THE GIRLS AND

liitn-nntioiml steamship Co.
rilUE Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
1. International Steamship Company will be held

Payton

T. DOLE.

Two Lots of Land, one on Spring and one oa
Spruce street. Either would be exchanged for a
good Dwelling House.
For particulars please apply at 127 Middle Street,
X. 1 MITCHELL.
Portland

Splendid

---

Union and Commercial Sts.,
on Wednesday, January 14. 1863, at 3 o’clock P. M
for the choice of officers, and the transaction of auy
business that may legally come before them.
If. J. LIBBY, Secretary.
dtd
Portland, January 6,1853.

A

TO KE3T.

1111E

corner

Store 98
Possession

ortr

THE HOUSE on the corner of Proapect and Caseo streets—the basement
finished for a Store. A good stand for
a family Grocer.

Spikes

TO

story,

Building.

of

nov4codtf

These chains are made of an irou peto this purpose, which, by actual lest,
shows'its average breaking strain to be 86 tons per
inch of sectional area. 1’arties wishing good and reliable chaius will do well to examine those in actual
service.
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with the
countersunk holes aad the Bolts to match; also.
of all kinds. Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all
kinds of forging done to order, and of quality and
quantity to suit; also, all kinds of ships’ Chain Cables, at lowest rates.
the above arMr. C. feels confident he can
ticles on as fhvorable terms aa can be obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE 1C RANDALL.
Sub-marine Engineer,
Niv Hbdpord, Maas.
jankO 62 dlawly*

the old

80 Commercial Street.

office,

0—*,lm*

RDSSVWfcDr,,>*

Sugar Box SHOOK8.

6.000

Chains and Track Irons.

THE

and will continue to manufheture

Portland, Jan. 1st,

««

200,000 feet Pine Shipping Boards.
26.000
spruce Plank.
**

For Hale.

jau7 tf

LEADS, COLORS, JAPAN, AC.,
and carry on the same kind of business
Arm, in all its branches, at the old stand,

••

Augusta

ranted to tit.

undersigned hare this day formed

\

At W holesale !

Vessel* in port, Merchan*
di/e. Household Furniture, kc., anninst loss by Fire.
#100,000 taken on any desirable Rink.
Losses paid at the Portland Office.

supply

their

DANA A CO.

37 / U U I
f .IRiW

Building*.

culiarly suited

at

dccaodltn

TICKETS FOR SALE.

undersigned has been appointed Agent for
tlie sale of Marine Railway and other chains,
in the United Mate* and British North Ameiica,manufactured by IIesuy Wood & Co., of Liverpool.
Great Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Railway Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, aud war-

under the Arm

GRASS.

To be Let.

*

the

G. D. MILLER, Proprietor,

THEnership

URASS SEED.
IJ/UI BUSHELS HERDS
OV/I J 3U0U Lie. CLOVER.
growth ol 13.,2.

AND THE—

-Atltl-

Portland, January

by

corner

Railway

Arm in liquidation.

sale

WILLIAM L. WILSON.
Portland, Dec. 10,1802.
eodtf

TO LET.

hours, cooked to order.
ON

at

prices—for

Third Floor,
of Middle and'Temple
Liverpool, N. York & Philadelphia THE
streets. Enquire at 86 State street.
jaulo
STEAMSHIP

Rl>T\f KAYT.

ENGLISH ALE

Rear U. S.
dodtt 3m

Company,

Or IlARTroRD, Conn.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER #300,000.

—

R R »
manner, at

can

gress street, at fair

-a Lao-

Bay State Line of Steamers,

NENV YORK AND VIRGINIA

Cooked in the best

Flour, Flour.
BEST BRANDS of Western and Canada
THE
Family FLOCK
872 Conalways be found

Or SPKiSforiiLD, Mai*#.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER #300.010.

a

AT 33 1-2 COMMERCIAL STREET.
RALPH BUTLER. Jr.,
W it. SAY AD E.
Poitland, January 1, 18*33.
jai.3d3vv

O Y S T

CVRII, UKAIt J„.
1'OKTLAKU, Ml,

COMPANY,

Wholesale Commission Business,

Copartnership

MR.iu

fJBIF,

AGENT FOR THE

a

BURGESS, FORES A COn
»
|
the

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..

SAVAGE,

for the transaction of

Tomb.

Portland.

Of Hartford, Ut.
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS *350.000.

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed
rpiIE
JL uership under tho style of

THE

Proposal*

Charter Oak Fire and Marine In*. Co.,

New York.

Dimtolutlon of Copartnrnthip.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
name and style of BURGESS BROS. tf CO., is
this day dissolved by mutual consent.
Either party is authorized to use the name of the

are notified to
meet at their Bunking Kooin on Mouday. 26th
inst., at 11 o'clock A. M., to till a vacancy in the
Board of Director*.
By vote of the Director*.
J. B. SCOTT, Cashier.
td
Portland, January 9,1863.

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *600.000.
Profit# annually divided. 75 per cent, to the dealera.

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS #960,000.

—

E

Co.

LorillardFire Insurance Co., of the City
of New Tork. No. 104 Broadway.

Dry Goods,

aug20dfcwtf

Bakery,

milE Shareholder* of this Bank

surance

K. A. of Iho P. F. D.
Thk Annual Meeting of the

TI1K

CANAL BANK.

London Fire and Life In-

Of South Berwick.
CAFITAL AND SURPLUS OVER #200.000.

MAWFACTIRERS AND JOBBERS OF CLOTHINS,
Nos. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland.
Cieo. W. Woodman,
Alfred Woodman,
Seth B. lieraey,
Char he Bailey.

Again!”

MEETING.

Agency.

Piscataqua Fire and Marine Ins. Co,

m.

and Wholesale Dealer* in

and Domestic

Foreign

Long

SPEC IA E

Liverpool and

Ticking*,

PRICES FOR THE TIMES l

AT VERY LOW

STORE,

dec9 tf

SON,

STORE-

-AT

Cents per Dozen!

quantified

JOHN E. DOW,

Janl 3m

H. C. LOVELL &

10,000 Oranges,

Washington

(HAH. B. KUUERS

anti its Crisis.

undersigned, having returned from three
JL rears residence in Canada, to share the fortunes
of his native land, is prepared to respond to the call
of Associations, or lecture Committees, and
speak
upon either of the following topics:
1 Our Country—its Mission, its Crisis, Its Deliverance and Safety.
2 Thk Nature. Foundation and Misbio* of
Civii. Govern ment. with reference to our
present
national conflict.
3. Maine—its Position, its Past, its Present, Its In*
teroBf and Kelatioii- to the Country and its Crisis.
♦. The Maronk Fraternity—it- Relations to
the Country, the Government, and the ('onflict—ita
a uture Mi-siou.
Liberal, with a y icw to reach tin* people.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *10,000,000.

Jk. TES!

Only 20

Jan]

Marine. Fire & Life Insurance

PORTLAND. Mb.
JOHX T. ROOF. UK.

Country

I'lonr. Pork nnd Lard.

Agents,

Ho. 166 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,
Portland, .He.

Produce

No. 120 Commercial Street,

*t.

16.000 00

The State of Rhode Island and Prow idence Plantation. Providence County ss.—In Providence this
twenty-second dav of December. A. D. 18*52. Then
William Comstock and Walter Paine personally
apbefore me, and the said William Comstock in
his capacity as President, and the said Walter Paine
in bis capacity as Secretary, of "MerclianU' Insurance Company,” severally’made oath to the truth
of tlu* above statement.
Henry Martin.
Justice of the Peace.

AXD WHOLESALE OKAI.KIIS IX

Provisions

43,368 70
10,862 00

WM. COMSTOCK, President.
Secreiary.

WlLISK Pa ink,

CO.,

General

Flour,

99,023 61

including unpaid dividends,
Largest amount iusured on any
one risk,

New York. Jan. 12.
Cotton—more active and firmer; calcs 2300 bales at
091
70 tor middling uplands.
Flour—.Staff and Western 10c better; Super line
State 6 15 a 6 45: Extra do 6 55
6 GO; Round Hoop
Ohio 7 00 a 7 15; Western 6 2>> « 7 00; Southern
firmer; mixed to good 7 00 a, 7 00; Fancy and Extra
7 70 a 900; 4’anada 10c better, sales 860bbis; Extra
G 70 a 8 20.
Wheat—1 u 3 cents better; Chicago spring 1 2* a
1 36: Milwaukee club 1 86 @ 1 42: Amber Iowa 143
a 1 45:
Winter Red Western 149 « 152; Amber
Michigan 153 a 1 55
Torn—lc better; Mixed Western sound 82 « 83.

Agents,

peared

3? 11J E S
constantly

2.9*1 61
2.913 67

Our

Providence, Dec. 22. 1862

Imported Cigars

Choice

Amouut of Cash on hand,
Amount of cash in hands of

Amount of premium* thereon,
Ain't of all outstanding claims,

fine lot of

a

KILLICKINICK TOBACCO,
mild, medium and ttrong.

Senatorial Election.

Charleston, Jan. 11.—Late advices from
N K
San Antonio, Texas, slate that the express
Also—the Celebrated ARCTIC
SKATE,
from Brownsville had brought information
(Biggest thing ou ice.)
that 4000 French troops had landed at MetaThe Patent Autoiteripnietiko*!
tnoras, and takeu possession of the city.
The railroad bridge over Neuse river, on
; Or Walking Doll—an amusing toy for Children*
the Weldon and Wilmington Railroad, has
Retail l’r ce 98.00—at
been rebuilt.
114
MIDDLE
STREET,
The Virginia soldiers in the hospitals are
<'HA$. DAY, Jr.
jati 10 lw
want
of
and
for
the
blanclothiug
suffering
kets. while those from other States are suptheir
State
by
agents.
plied
-ATGen. Fit/- Hugh I.ee’s cavalry brigade has
subscribed and forwarded $.7400 for the relief
of the citizens of Fredericksburg.
Exchange Notice No. 4.—The following
AT—
officers and men have been duly exchanged,
ami are hereby so declared:—All officers and
ALLEY’S FRUIT
men captured in Kentucky. Tennessee, Alabama. Mississippi, Georgia. Florida and South
13 & 15 Exchange Street.
Carolina up to Dec. 10, 1802. All officers ami
janO islw
men captured in Missouri. Kansas. New Mexico, Arizona, Arkansas and Louisiana up to
Removal!
Jan. 1, 1803.
The two foregoing sections apply not only
to the officers and men of the confederate
The undersigned has removed his Off.ce to
service, but also to all persons captured in
No. 166 Fore St., head of
Wharf,
arms or hostile array against the U. S., whatever may have been the character of the miliWhere he 1. prepared to write auy amount of
tary organizations to which they were attachMarine, Fir** and Lift1 IiiKiiran*-**,
ed, and w hatever may have been the terms of
that may be wanted.
parole given by them. If any are in federal
prisons, they are to be immediately released
J. W. MUXGEK.
and delivered to the confederate authorities.—
jan7 d8m
All confederate officers and men who have
been delivered at City Point up to Jan. tith,
“Home
lxt!2: all confederate officers and men who
have been delivered at Vicksburg up to Dec.
undersigned would inform his old friends
23,1802, and including said date; all paroled
and the public, that alter au absence of twentylive years, lie has returned to his native place and
confederate officers ami men receipted for at
of Mr. Thoiuas Richards his interest in
Vicksburg up to Dec. 23, 1802, and including purcliased
the
said date; all confederate officers and men
Street
captured and paroled at Fredericksburg, Va.,
in December, 1862; and all confederate offiwhere will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
cers and men captured and paroled at Goldsfound in similar establishments; and he hopes, by
close application to business, and au eudeaior to
boro". N. C., in December, 18C2. There are
please, to mern a snare ot patronage.
other InUcellaneous exchanges, of w hich the
HI. BKA1HS1I.
appropriate officers will be duly informed.
Kobekt Oui.d.
(Signed)
GOOD FAMIL Y FLOUR by the barrel, or in less

American Gold..*...141
United States fi’s 1881 coupons. 96
United States 6's 1881 registered. 963
Treasury 7 3-Mths.lo2j
United blales demand notes.1313

THE PINE TREE STATE

...

Amount at risk.

13 O STO N

Generals.

newspaper articles having lately appeared, and
that danger of violence was to lx; apprehended in the election of a United States Senator,
the Senate adjourn until Wednesday morning.
The resolution passed the first reading by a
strict party vote, and was then laid over until
Should it pass previous
to-morrow morning.
to 12 o'clock an election cannot take place,
and the position remains vacant one year.
The city is filled with thousands of strangers and great excitement prevails.

—OF THE-

76 State Street, opposite Kilby Street,

$18,000,000.

entertainments.

Howard Fire Inwuriiiire Company
OK liOSTOK, mass.,
Novemb^. lHt, ISOS.
C»pit«l Stock
.#100,100 00

Late Agent rtf U. S. Patent Office, Washington,
(under the Act of 1837.)

NOTICE.

M. B. Lowry, this afternoon, setting forth that
in consequence of numerous inflammatory

INSURANCE._
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

Foreign Patents.

R. H. EU»Y,
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,

Pork—Mess firm; Prime unchanged ; Mess 14 37 a
mouth of the Yazoo and Milliken’s bend.
50.
Vicksburg is daily growing stronger, and we 14 Sugar—more active and {c higher; New Orleans 10
intend to bold it.
@11; Muscovado
@10j; Havana 104 n p»|.
J. C. Pemberton, Lictit. Gen.
Coffee—active and firmer: Rio chief! \at 29 $311;
St.
28.
Doiuitigo
Chattanooga, Jan. 9.—The Rebel publishes
Molasses—New Orleans active and firm, sales at 27
the following from an official source, dated
@37.
Winchester, Tenn.:—Gen. Morgan's report of
Freights to Liverpool—a shade firmer; flour 2s;
his expedition shows that 2(H)0 prisoners were
irraiu 7*d.
and
several
hundred
of
the
enemy
parolled,
kilieil and wounded, and an immense quantity
of arms and property destroyed.
Forrest's
report shows 1500 prisoners taken, 1000 of the
enemy killed and wounded, an Immense quanInternal Revenue Stamp".
tity of arms, ammunition and stores deFULL supply of all kinds of Stamp* for sale at
A
stroyed, and his whole command splendidly ./Y
office, No. 1*2 Commercial street, ami the
equipped from their captures. Our operations publicraywill lx* ex |x*eip»f to use them on autl
this
at Murfreesboro’, including the capture ol
date. (January 1, 1*68.)
When sold in sums less than one dollar, payment
5000 prisoners, and 2000 at Ilartsville and j
around Nashville, sum up 10,000 prisoners in j required in Postal < urrency.
Office Hour*—9 to 12J A M.; 2 to 4) P. M.
less than a month. We have also captured
NATli'L J. MILLER. Colloc or
and sent to the rear 30 cannon, 60,000 small
1st District State of Maine.
jaul2 dtf
arms, with 2000 more in the hands of our
troops, 1500 wagons destroyed, and mules and
harnesses secured.
Enemv's loss in killed and
Just H.oooivod,
wounded is estimated at 20,000, including 7
A Large Assortment of Ladies' and Gentlemen’*

Prospect of
Pennsylvania U. 8. 8enator.
H Trouble. -Proceedings of the Caucuses.
Hakkisbukg, Jan, 12.

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

N E'
PATTERN'S !
For Ladies, Gentlemen and Boys.

41-¥Ae\i»nge
nov20 eodtf

St—41

speak the English and Frew
Address
required.

jauTdlw*

lueutly,

if

Portland P. O.

WATTED.
subscriber, having had considerable expert
ence iu connection
with manufacturing, hat
w ithout capital, w ishes to make arrangement* wHIl
some person
haviug ineaus. to operate a mill—either

THE

cotton or woolen—and share the ;ndts. Can flu*
best of reference as to character an*' ability
Please address n WlHiDWAKD. Bo* llT. South
decli eodSm
Berwick. Maine.

Book and

THE
fers

Periodical Depot For

Salt*.
undersigned, being abont to change hi* busi-

Thi* ofness. offers his stock and stand fbr sale.
a rare chance for a man with a few hundred dob
t^j.i.euiat«« ■ ei ABB

Ail AdventHrc at Tonlouse.
As the junior par*nor in a commercial
house in Lyons, I had been travelling for some
time on tlie business of the firm, when, one
evening in tlie month of June, 1701,1 arrived
at a town in Languedoc, where I had never
before been. I put up in a quiet inn in the
suburbs, and, being very much fatigued, ordered dinner at once, and went to bed almost
immediately after, determined to begin very
early in the morning my visits to the ditiereut
there bants.
I was no sooner in bed than I fell into a
deep sleep, and had a dream that made the
strongest impression upon me.
I thought that I had arrived at the same
town, but in tlie middle of the day instead of
the evening, as was really the case—that I
ltad stoppe.l at the very same inn, and gone
out Immediately, as an unoccupied stranger
would do, to see whatever was worthy of observation in tlie place. 1 walked down tlie
main street, crossing it at right angles, and
apparently leading into the country. I had not
goue very far when 1 came to a church, tlie
Gothic portal of which I stopped to examine.
When 1 had satisfied my curiosity, X advanced
to a by-path which branched from tlie main
street.
Obeying an impulse which 1 could neither
imcoiint for nor control, I struck into this path,
it was winding, rugged ami unfrequented, and presently reached a miserable
cottage, in front of which was a garden covered with weeds. I had no difficulty in getting into the garden, for the hedge hud several gaps in it wide enough for foureurtsahreast.
I approached an old well w Inch stood solitary
and gloomy in a distant corner, and, looking
down into to it, 1 In-held distinctly, without
any possibility of mistake, u corpse which hud
been stubbed in several places, and counted
the deep wounds and wide gashes, whence
tlie blood was (lowing.
I would have cried out, but my tongue
clove to the roof of my mouth. At this moment 1 awoke with mv hair on end,
trembling
in every limb, and cold drops of perspiration
bedewing my forehead, awoke to Hud uiyself
coimorlably in lied, my trunk standing be-iile
me, birds warbling cheerfully near the window,
whilst a clear young voice was singing a provincial air in the next room, and tlie morning

i

!

;

j

1

i

j

I

j

through

.S'

,..e

£

tarns.
I sprang from niv bed, dressed myself, and,
as it was yet very early, I
thought i would
seek au appetite for breakfast by a
morning
walk. I went accordingly into tile street and
strolled along,
file further I went
the
strouger became my confused recollections of
the objects that presented themselves to my
view. “It is very strange,” I thought; “l
have never been here before, and 1 could
swear that I have seen this house, ami the
next, and" the one on the left.” On 1 went,
till I came to the corner of a sreet crossing
the one down which I had come. For the
tlrst time remcmlwring my dream, but put
away the thought as joo altsnrd; still, at every
step i took some fresh point of remembrance
struck me. “Am I still dreaming?” 1 exclaimed, not without a momentary thrill
through my whole frame. "Is the agreement
to be perlect to the
very end ?”
Before long I reached the church with the
same architectural featues that had attracted
my notice in the dream, and then the high road,
along which I pursued my way, coming at
length to tile same by-path that had presented
itrelf to my imagination a few hours before.—
There was no possibility of doubt or mistake:
every tree, every turn was familiar to me. 1
was not at all ol a superstitious
turn, and was
wholly engrossed in the practical details of
commercial business.
My mind had never dwelt upon the hallucination, the presentiments, that science either
denies or is unable to explain; but 1 must
confess that I now felt myself spcli-liouud as
by some enchantment, and w ith Fiscal's words
upon my lips, “A continued dream would he
equal to reality.” I hurried forward, no longer doubting that the
next moment woidd
bring me to the cottage; and this was really
the case. In all its ovtward circumstances it
corresponded to what I rad seen in my dream.
Who, then, could wonder that I determined
so ascertain whether the coincidence would
hold good in every point ? 1 entered the garden, and went direct p>' the spot where 1 bad
seen the well;
but here the resemblance
failed—well there was none; I looked in every
direction, examined the whole garden, went
round the cottage which appeared toiuhabited,
although no person was visible; hut nowhere
could I tlnd any vestige of a well.
I went back to the hotel, and after
chatting
with the landlord for sometime on different
I
subject', came to the poiut, and asked him
directly to whom the cottage belonged that
was ou a by-road which I described to him.
*
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Tiie
to daylight.
sides and lid were decayed and rotten : it needed no locksmith to open it: and we found
within w hat i was certain we should tied, and
which paralyzed with horror all the spectators
who had not my pre-conviction: we found the
remains of a human body!
The police officers who had accompanied
me now rushed into the house and secured the
person of tiie old man. As to his wife no one
could at first tell what had become of her; after some search, however, she was found hidden behind a bundle of faggots.
The old couple were brought before the
proper authorities and privately and separately examined. The old mail persisied in his
denial most pertinaciously, hut his wife at
length confessed, that in concert w ith her husband she had once,a very long time ago, murdered a pedlar, whom they had met one night
on the high road, and who had been incautious
enough to tell them of a considerable sum of
money which he had about him, and whom, in
consequence, they induced to pass the night
at their bouse.
They had taken advantage of
the heavy sleep produced by fatlgiio, to strangle him; his body had been put into the chest,
thrown into the well and tiie well stopped up.
The pedlar being from another country, bis
disappearance had caused no inquiry; there
were no witnesses of the crime, and as its
traces Imd been concealed from every eye. the
t wo criminals had good reason to believe themselves secure from detection. They had not,
however, been able to silence the voice of their
conscience; they fled from the sight of their
fellow men; they thought they beheld, wliereever they turned, mute accusers; they trembled at the slightest noise, and silence thrilled
them with terror. They had often formed a
determination to leave the scene of their crime
—to fly to some distant land; but still some
undeniable fascination kept them near ihe remains of their murdered victim.
Terrified at the disposition of his wife, and
unable to resist the overwhelming
proof
against him. the man at length made a similar
confession; and six weeks after, the unhappy
criminals died on the scaffold, in accordance
with tiie seutence of the Parliament of Tou-

succeeded it in raising it

MISCELLANY.

YOU

take particular notice ol such a wretched little hovel. It is inhabited by an old man and
his wife who have the character of
being very
morose and unsociable.
They rarely leave
the house, see nobody, and nobody goes to see
them; but they are quiet enough, ami I never
heard anything against them beyond this. Of
late, their existence seems to have been forgotten ; and I believe, sir, that you are the
first who for years has turned his steps to the

deserted spot.”
These details, far from satisfying tny curiosity, did but inflame it the more, lireakfast
was served, but I could not touch it.
I endeavored to interest myself in a quarrel between two men in the street, but tile garden
and the cottage pre-occupied my mind ; and,
and at last, snatching my hat, I cried, "I will
go, come what may.”
1 repaired to the nearest magistrate, told
him the object of my visit, and related the
whole circumstance briefly and clearly. I sa w

!
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Stock 10 |>c ad cal.
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Souchong.60 (*56

thnn 7 inches wide,
rounds less than A inch
or more than 4 inches in
diameter, and squares
less than A inch or more
than 4 inches square #20,
Jtaiiroaxl #12 50, /toiler
and Plate #25 p ton,
Sheet 2a2jc p ib and
#3a b p ton.
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C’heene.
Duty 4c p lb.
Vermont t* lb...
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SEMI-WEEKLY
The

rOnyLltfgyYi Hoffman, will, until further notice,

follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY’, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY'
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P?M.
These vessels are fitted up with tine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, sate and
corn Portable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage ¥5.00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
8: camera a*»early as 3 1*. M., on the
day that thep
leave Poi tland.
For fr« iirht or passage apply to
EMIjKY' k FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
11. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New Y'ork.
Dec. 6. 18 12.
dtf
run as

tumenona &1 10, all other kind n Me p ton.
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_MEDICAL.

Eclectic .Tlcdical

Weekly

yesterday, how,

many a time, when I was a
young girl, 1 used to ainuae inysell'by throwing stones into it and hearing the splash they
used to make in the water.”
“And could you tell me where that well
used to be?” asked I, almost breathless with

!

the old

woman.

“I could have sworn it,” thought I springing
from the place, as if I had trod
upon a scor-

pion.
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SCALES.

Tubes 6 Cents.

PHILLIPS, Wholesale

Agents.
MRS. M.G. BROWN, Proprietor,
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
nov!3 d6m

Attend!

Twenty Years’experience, and years ol
experiment, I have at last found the

AFTER

Dye!

coloring Hair in the world. 1 say it boldly, and
I
mean it.
And say forther, that if any one buys my
Dye, and alter trying, does not like it, 1 will refund
the money on returning me the bottle with one hall
! its contents.
I do nut wish to sell it to anv rebel, or rebel sym-
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Batterymarch Street,
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CASEY'S U. s’.

TACTICS,
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Franklin,

Me.

Acres

15.000
of I.and—supposed to
ABOUT
tain,
average.about five thousand of stumof
and

con-

on an
to an acre,

!

spruce, liemloc
pine, besides
wood, and a go d growth of young,tin ittv juniper—a pond or lake, near the centre, o about
1000 *ic»es, with a good water power at its outlet.—
This pond flows, by the present dam, about 1000 acres
of meadow, which can be put into grass, to great advantage, by withdrawing the flowage.
The Mill is hut a short distance from tide water,
where the Lumber is loaded.
This property by mortgage fell into the bands of
the
owners, who reside at a distance, and the
land will he sold at an immense bargain to any ouo
who has the faculty and inclination to manage it.
For farther information appiv to Col. J. L. LawitKKCK. or to
LEVI BARTLETT A CO.,
declG dlawPw
No. 2 Long Wharf, Boston.
page
much hard
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Vermont Butter.
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DR. L. DIX*8
MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 Eiulicott street, Huston,Mass.,
PRIVATE

is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other
Recollect, the only entrance to his Office is
No. 21. having no connection with his residence.consequenUy no family interruption, so that on no account can any person hesitate applying at his office.
DR. DIX

boldly asserts (and it cannot be contradicted.exsept
by tjuacks, w ho will say or do anything, even perjure
themselves, to impose upon patient#) that he

VOr

engaged In treatment of Special diseases, a fact so
well known to manv Citizen-.Publisher*, Merchants,

Proprietors, ke.,

that he is much recommend-

ed, aud particularly to
STRANLERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreign and Native Quacks, more numerous iu Boston than other
large cities,
DR. L. DIX|
because ot liis acknowledged skill and reputation,
-—

!

j

I

r--

-r>

false certificates and references, and rccomtB(l*Uom of tiien mediciuei by tkt tfnid. who mb*
not expose or contradict them; or who, besides, to
further their imposition, copy from Medical books
much that is written of the qualities and effects of
different herb* and plauts. and ascribe all the same
to their Fills, Extiacts, Specifics. Ac
most of which,
if not all, contain Mercury. because of the ancient
belief of its "cuting even thing," but uow known
to "kill more than is cured," and those not killed,
constitutionally injured lor life.

IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSTRUM MAKERS.
Through the'ignorance of the Quack Doctor.knowno
oilier
ing
remedy, he relies upou Mercury, and
gives it to all his patients in pills, uiops. Ac., »o the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to his socalled Extracts, .Specific, Antidote, Ac both reiving
upon its effects in curing a few in a hundred, it is
trumpeted in various ways throughout the land: but
alas! nothing is said of the balance: some of whom
die, others grow worse, and are left to linger and suffer for months or years, until relieved or cured, if
possible, by competent physicians.
BIT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing lucts an* known to
some quack doctois and nostrum makers,} et. regardless of the life and health of others, there ar«* those
among them who will even perjure themselves, con-

tradicting giviug

mercury to their patieuts, or that it
is contained in their Nostrums, so that the "usual
fee" may be obtained for
curing, or "the
dollar" or "fraction of it" may be obtained for the
Nostrum. It is thus that many are deceived also.and
uselessly spend large amounts for experiments with
*

DR L DIX S
charges are very moderate. Uoniniunirations sacredly confidential, ami all may rely on him with the
strictest secrecy and confidence, vrha ever may be
the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medici ues sent by Mail aud Ex pres- to all parts of

the United Slates.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar
to insure an answer.
Address Dr. L. Dix, No. 21 Endicott street, Bos ton,
Mass.
Boston, Jan. 1, 1803.
ly

LADIES.

The celebrated DR. L.
invites all ladies who need a
to call at his Rooms.No.
21 Endicott street, Boston, Mass
which they will
find arranged for their special accommodation!
Dr. DIX having devoted over twenty \«ars to this
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar to females, it is now conceded by nil (both in
this country and in Europe) that he excels all other
known practitioners in the safe, speedy and effectual
treatment ot all female complaints.
with the express purHie medicines are
pose of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness. unnatural
enlargements of the
womb, also, all discharges which flow from a morbid
state of the blood.
The Doctor is now fully
to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the female sex, and they are
respectfully invited to call at

Medical or Surgical adviser,

prepared
suppressions,

prepared

No. 21 Kndicott Street, Boston.
All letters requiring advice must contain
lar to ensure an answer.
Boston, Jan. 1. 18t58.

one
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M.. and

Baldwin, Hiram. Limington, Brownfield,
Kryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton'

Ac Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West
Buxton,Bonny.Eagle,
South Limington, Liinington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly. for Hollia, Limerick.
D„ipee, New field. 1 'arson,tietd, Effingham,t reedom,
Mauiaon, Eaton, Limington, Corni,h, porter Ac
nov 13
DAN CARPENTER, Sup't.

ANDROSCOGGIN

Bold by Druggists throughout the World
PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICE,

!

dol-

eodlv

No. 198 Greenwich Street, Hew-Tork.

\

,

^Numerous Certificates j

RAILROAD.

above.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday.
May 6. 1862,
rains will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Fanmngton via Brunswick, at 1P.M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9 15 A. M.
Leave Ix*wiston for Bath aud Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursand
days
Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfield: returning
opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays;

QBBSBB3

returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vinevard. New
Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesday* and Satur-

days, returning

on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon
and Phillips.
Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kenneltec k Portlard Depots. In Portland.
8. W. EATON. Sup't.
Farmington May 6, 1862.
June23dtf

dec 10 eod&w6m26

ELECTROPATHIC INSTITUTE
DR. II. J. BOYNTON.

Electropathic Physician
rssidxdctu

No. 369 C ongre** Street,

!
Cp J—

and

Surgeon.

a 5 d orncm

Portland,

Me.

Where he will treat all clamee wOiaearca
hr application of Electricity and the
approved remedies.

DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR.
Dr. Boynton's operations and cures on these delicate organs have been most saccesstul, and
many of
them of a remarkable character. Dr. B.
having tested the advantages of
for
the
fifteen
past
Electricity
years, upon thousands of patients in 1 hiladeiphia
and other cities of the United States, is
prepared to
trea all diseases of whatever nature with unrivalled

The following are among the diseases which
Dr. B. has been eminently successful in treating:
Catarrh, consumption, chronic catarrh, diseases of
the throat, ulceration, asthma, bronchitis, diseases of
the lungs in all their forms, gravel in all its forms,
Roller to Wood and Lumber Her*
diseases of urinary organs, diabetes, incontinence of
the urine, dropsy, blindness, amaurosis, cataract,
chant*.
scrofulous-ophthalmia, ulcers of long standing, mercurial sores, tumors, scroftila iu all its forms, cancer,
of the skin, canker, piles, hemorNovember l,t. 1««2. to Mar l»t, IRfiS. the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
rhoids, liver complaint, dyspepsia, diseases of the
and timber w ill he advanced 26 j>er cent.
all spinal diseases, curvatures,
stone.
Ac.,
kidneys,
No tire wood will he conveyed bet ween October 1st,
hip diseases, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism in all its
forms, deafness, muscular, contraction, white swell1862. and May l«t. isr.3
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
ings. all uterine weaknesses, leucorrhara. fluor albus,
To the above might be added a long list
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the | whites, fits.
arrangement for conducting the wood business, w hieh : of diseases which Dr. B. lias treated with eoual success.
All
F
KM
an- about to he made, the
ALB COMPLAIXTH treated with
not
will
be
able
Company
;
success, care and strict attention.
to take fire wood from certain places on the line, so
D. B. has many testimonials of important recoverthat should any parties make contracts for fire wood
ies under his treatment, which can be seen bv
to be carried on tlie railway during the next season,
calling
on him at his rooms.
they must understand that tney wiltdosoat their own
ri-k aud that the Company will not feel thcmselrea
SF'Dr. Boynton, having ftill instruction from Dr.
bound to earn- ft.
Colton for generating and
administering the ATDue notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
trout Oxide, or Kxhiferating Gas, is now
ready to
from what statious tire wood can be carried next
administer this Gas to those who may wish to inhale
summer.
it for the cure of Neuralgia. Diseases Lungs, Ac.
C. J. BRYDGRS, Managing Director.
n«»v29
dA w 6m7
Montreal. August 1. 1862.
a6dtf

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

success.

erysipelas,diseases

I^KOM
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TODD’S LUX SOLIS

THROUGH TICKETS

HAIR

DYE!

To f'll 1C A

OO, CINCINNATI, CLEVELAND, DETROIT,
Toledo, St. Caul, La Crosse. St. Louts,
Xtw Orleans, or any part of the
WEST. SOl'TH OR NORTH WEST,
BV THE

RAILWAY.

ERIE

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

and

Niagara Falls.

This road is broad guaoe and is
New and 8pleudid Sleeping Cars.

UT" Tickets sold
by

in

provided with

Portlaud at lowest Boston rate

W. D.

LITTLE, Agknt,
Office 31 Exchange Street.

You

can save

office.

money

by aecuring tickets

June 23.

at this

dawtf

market has been flooded for
years with diflerarticles called Ilair Dves, which have never
the expectations of purchasers. The mb
rtes ultra has been reached at last iu TODD’S
HAIK Dk E, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It coutaint
no injurious ingredients, and
gives the hair a beaut J.
ful rich brown or black color. Directions for
using
—which are very simple—accompanv each bottle.
One superiority of Todd’s Lux Solis Hair Dye over
all others is, you do not have to cleanse the'hair or
wash it before or after using the
and there is but
one kind to be used, and that can \>e put on the same
as oil and water, w ithout any trouble, unlike all other dves that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. Thii dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladles’ hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it oh.
Unlike
allotherdyes.it will color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Give this new %yticle a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this.

THE

ent

satisfied

dye,

YW

UKST

r*

8 00 A

»nd

Rev WM CUTTER,* T Chy:
My hair la changed
to its natural color, and growing on bald
spot.”
Rev J H CORNELL, N Y.
City “I procured It
for a relatire. The falling of the hair stopped, and
rostored it from being grey to Us natural and beautiful color.”
R«v. J. WEST.
Brooklyn. Lit “I will testify to
their value in the m *st liberal sense. They ha% »
restored my hair where it was bald, and, where
grey, to its original color
Riv A
“I have used
WEBSTER, Boston, Mass
them with great effect. I am now neither bald
nor grey.
My hair was dry and brittle; U Unow
soft as In youth
R*v. H V. DROEN, Boston, Mass
“That they premote the growth of the hair where baldness is, I
have the evidence of my own
eyes.”

at-

Ah FLICTF.D AND UNFORTUNATE!
be not robl**d and add to your sufferings in being deceived by the lying boasts’ misrepresentations, false
promises and pieteusions of
FOItEU.N AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of
Special diseases, and LE88 as to their cure. Some exhibit
forged diplomas of Institutions or Colleges, which
never existed in auy part of the world: others exhibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, ui known ;
notonlv assuming and advertising iu names of those
inserted in the diplomas, but to further their
itnposition assume names of other most celebrated plivsi.
ciaus long since dead. Neither be deceived by

quackery.

8,co R,Ter "
31.

15 A M

Fail,,

■—.“vv

yUACK NOSTRUM MAkhltS,

|

6 35 Rnd 9

The 2.001*. M. train out, and ths 9 15 A M
train
into Portland, will be c-eight train, with
t.a««cuger
*
attached
Stage* connect at Saccarappa daily for South Windham, Windham Centre and Great Vail,.
At Gorham, for West Gorltam, Standi,h.
Steep

ation.

i through
I

I’0rtland

car,
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Remedy

GENERAL AGENT.

FOR FEMALES.

lender I’nited State* Hotel, Portland.

DR. MATTI8ON8 INDIAN EM MEN AGOG UE.

riling desirable mechanical arrangement has now
X been in use a sufficient length of time to sh« w
that it give* entire satisfaction aud actually it the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all other* in
the Spring Bed department, embiaciug a little more
of their ••xcelrencie*. aud yet happily overcoming all
their detect*. It is flexible a* hair, and yet *o recuperative as to bring itself into ptace with great facilito the invalid,
the aged aud old.
ty. It is
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted
strong and durable, aud not liable to get out of order.

adapted

TESTIMONIALS

:

Commercial House Portlaud. June 16, 1862.
the •‘Anderson Spriug lied Bottom” into mv house, after trial, I pronounce it to be
au easv and healthy bed.
1 am using several kind*
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
fully equal if not better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

Having introduced

We have introduced several of the justly celebrat“Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring b«*d bottom a decided preference over auy aud all otbere we have ever
u*»ed. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keeper* who desire the comfort of their guest*.
w d McLaughlin k son.
Frankliu House, Bangor. Me.
May 12,1863.
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SPRING BED BOTTOM!
Patent

r or «aie on

TODIVS HAIR DRESSING ROOMS,
No. 74 Middle, corner of Exchange Street.

(From Hon. Joeiah II. Drummond ]

am using the
am very much

‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,' and
pleased with it.
JOS1AH H. DRUMMOND.

Portland, July 23,1862.
[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.]
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, I can
recommend
it as an excellent article.
cheerfully
LOT M. MORRILL.
Augusta, Aug. 5.1862.

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
“Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.” 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerftillv recommend them to the public.
Dr. N R. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.
Mr. D. K. Frohock ha* furnished the bed* in my
house with the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” aud
I takf* pleasure in recommending this article a* the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of the kind with which 1 am acquainted.
A H. ABBOTT.
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.
I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of the “Anderson Spriug Bed Bottoms” for the
last three weeks, and must say it far >>ur|>a*ses anything 1 had
My wife, who is feeble, ha*

pleasure

anticipated.

She would not part with it
kkv. John
Farmington, Feb. 28, 1862.

these beds.
count.

celebrated Female Medicine,
virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have tailed,
is desigued for both married and sinale ladies, and is the very best thing
known for the purpose, as it win
bring on th* monthly siribiessin cases
of obstruction*, from any cause, aud
after all other remedies of the kind
This

possessing

have been tried iu vain.
OVER 9000 b()ITLk8 have now
been sold without a single failure,
3d when taken a« directed, amt without
Ax the least injury to health in any ease.
IT*It is put up iu bottles ol three
Sdiffcrent
strength*, with ftill direcr
tion* tor using, and sent by express,
to
all
closely sealed,
parts of the country.
A'.s—Full strength. 910; half strength, 96;
93
quarter strength.
per bottle.
IF" R EM EMBER—This medicine is designed expressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
Of' the kind hare failed to cure.; also that it is warranted as rejtresented in every respect, or the price
will be refunded.
or IMITATIONS! None Iteunine and warranted, unless purchased
qf Hr.
M at his Remedial Institute for special Id teases,
No. A Delon itrsst, Providence. R. 1.
ine‘'‘aJtu embraces all diseases of a private nature, noth of MEN and WOVEN, by a regularly (‘ducat’d physician of twenty years' practice,
giving them hi* whole attention.
jy‘Consultations by letter or otherwise are strictly wnjlilent<o/,and medicines will be seut by express,
secure from t*bserratitm, to all parts of the Vmted
State*. Also accoLimodatious for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure and
retreat, with good
care, until restored to heaitn.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quacks aunually. iu New England alone, without any
b*neft to those who pay it. All this comes from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.l), and whose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
of themselres. If. therefore,
assertions, in
you would avoid bets a humbugged, take no man’s
word, no matter what his pretensions are, but
MAKE INQUIRY
it will cost you nothing, and
may save you many regrets; for. a* advertising phyou.
of ten. are bogus, there la
ca>4*s
in
nine
sicians,
no safety iu trusting any of them, uuless you know
who and what thev are.
IF’ Dk M. will send pres, bv enclosing one
above, a pamphlet on DISEASES Or WOstamp a«
MEN. and on Private Idseases generally, giving ftill
information, with the most undoubted rej>rm,'es and
testinuoiials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of .CVT COXFIDKXCK WHA TK VKR
ty-Orders bv mail promptly attended to. Write
your address plainly, and direct to UK M ATTIJMrR,
a-* above.
dcctidawly&l
I

^
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irxkWAHE

directly

quiet

praise

on anv ac-

allEn.

The Bed Bottom I bought of you ftillv merits my
and is fullv up to your high recommendations. I would eheerrally recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleepinpapaitments.
AI STAPLES.
A N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta. April 16,1862.

expectations,

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article: and I believe it to be superior to
auvthing of the kind now iu use.
Rev. E. HAWKS.
Waterville, April 12, 1862.

Quackery'
EARNESTLY caution all young men suffering
from Nervous Debility, Ac against endangering
their health by patronizing any of the advertising
quacks. Y'ou can fully recover by the met hods used
bv the Advertiser, anil ty hundreds of others, and
Read a letter which I will send
in no other way.
you if vou will seud mo a postpaid envelope Waring
your address. Direct to
EDWARD 11. THAYER,
ocl6 dA w3m
Lock Box, Boston. Mas-

I

Eclectic Jledical Infirmary.
TO

THeTadiES.
ioritea all Ladies who

DOLE

&

Testimonials similar to the above have been received from the proprietors of the following public
housesPenobsot Exchange. Bangor.

MOODY,

GENERAL

Commission
AMD WHOLESALE

J. F. WEEKS k CO.

THROUGH TIC KETS

l”

18 THE ONLY REOri.AU ORAPUATK PHYSICIAN ADVKUT1*I*G IN BOSTON.

Prime, for sale hr

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON, and to all parts of
the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WEST. via. all
the most popular routes and at the loirest Boston
rates, for sale by
W. I) LITTLE, Agent.
Oat. 2.
dtf
Office 31 Exchange St.

TO

!

the

particularly

HALL. L. DAVIS.
53 Ewhangc Street

Land in

use

a* a

THE
f|V>
X
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Army Itea illations.
*Vt. 27.1862.
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FAIRBANKS & BROWN,

►rop.810

Dates.7

a

season,

BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

clear.lojoitj

Standard.

this

Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
aud the more advancitl at all ages, of

—

13j

ly,at

ness;

round..600^,650

j

farn

of the first families in

Hotel
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Rrv C. A BIXKBEE.
Afitont Treat nr iy An-riran Bible Union, If. Y
City,
writes:
I very cheerfully add my testimony to
that of numerous friends to the great value of Mr*.
S. A Allen s World's Hair Restorer and
Zylobalsa-

r

50

Their eflV

.ifbarge.l(>5aj

J

C o wv-vwc'vwa

on ar-

mum

SPECIAL AILMi NTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Manied aud Single Ladies;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Atlectio *: Eruption* and all Disease* of
the Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, hroat and Bodv; Pimples oil the Face; Swellings of the Joints; Nervous-

HOUSE,
Proprietor.

..

or

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

iciucs,
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

M^P_L

..

j

ZYLOBAL8AMUM ?

York Ac c'umborland Kailroad,

•5
5 <a

physician,

lObaloj

THE

=

-

WILL BE FORFEITED BY DR. L.
if tailing to cure in less time than
other
more effectually
and permaany
nently, with less restraint from occupation or fear of
exposure to all weather, with sale and pleasant mcd-

i

WATER!

|

For

:=

AND

rival of of train from Portland.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta. Nov. 16.
t,ov18

OOV/l/ DI X

HOTEL,

b6c

.3}

Best

s

Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M.,

|
j

by

Gray Beards,

1

c.

HAIR RESTORER

and Thomaston.

few well known gentlemen and physicians who
have tried the Wine:
Gen. W infield Scntt.l'SA. I I)r Wil»oii,llth at., NY.
Gov Morgan, N.Y .State. Dr Ward. Newark, N. J.
Dr.J.R.Chilton,N.Y.City, Dr
Newark,
Dr. Parker. N. Y. City.
Drs.Darcvfc Nicholl.Ncw- | Dr. Marcy, New York.
Dr. l’aiat, Philadelphia.
ark, N. J.
py-None genuine Without the signature of “ALFRED SI'EER, l’assaic, ,V J.," is over tlie cork of
each bottle.
tt-MAKF. OWE TRIAL OF THIS: iri.VE.
For sale by Druggists aud all first class dealers.
A. SPEER, Proprietor.
Vinkyarp—Passaic, New Jersey.
Office—208 Broad wav, New York.
JOHN LA FOY. Paris.
Agent for France and Gtratoy.
Sold in Portland by H. 11. 11A Y,Druggist.
Supplydcc22 dly
ing Agent.

■

excitement.

"As near as I can remember, on the
very
spot on which your houor is standing,” said

£
.i

a

Barwood.j

By

STAOK CONKECTIOIIB.

tt

ml

Bruns-

Stages leave Bath daily at 3.00 P. M., for Wiscasfet. Uamariscotta, Waldoboro', Warren, Itockland

complexion.

Proprietor.

j

at

Kendall’s Mills.

SPEER’S WINE
Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is pure,
from the juice of the Portugal Sambuei grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists and
physicians ..j possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines in use, and an excellent article for
all weak and debi’ita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and bcuefittiug ladies
and children.
A LADIES’ WINE,
Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as it
contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, aud is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
properties, imnarting a healthy tone to the digestive
organs, ud a bloomiug, soft aud healthy skin and

—

Logwood.12}<gl4

trains

S3

t

Syrup

Mayo,

~

It imparts a healthy action of the Olands, Kidneys,
aud Urinary Organs, very beneficial in Dropsy,bout
and Rheumatic Affections.

European

djl

and W. F.

£

~

AS A TOXIC

UMkmmu

II. H. HAY

—

It • as no eqnal, causing an appetite and building
up
the system, being entirely a pure wine of a most valuable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,

4.

■

only

£

c
2

c

some

njjuH

EYE Sr EAR

^

medicinal aud beneficial
geutle Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, and
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent physicians,
used in European and American Hospitals, aud by

HOTELS.

Pin-Worm

ci

celebrated in

l^c,

sanity

zj

u

fol-

Livermore Falls, Wilton and Far| nnngton : and at Augusta with the .Somerset k Kennebec Kailroad for VaaaaJboro', Waterville. Kendall’s Mills and Skowhegau ; and at Kendall’s Mills
with the Penobscot & Keunebec Kailroad for Burnham, Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kenaebec k Portland, Androscoggiu. and Somerset
4c Kennebec Koads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot k Kennebec Kailroad, passengers will purchase tickets to

c

£

Androscoggin

THERE

p^TS

19th,

as

for

conm^ctJUg
wick for Lewiston,

£

_

Nov.

Bath, Portland and Boston,at 10.46 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the
Androscoggin
Kailroad tor Lewiston, Livermore Falls.
Wilton and
1 armiugton.
•
Leave Portland for Bath and
at 1.00 p M.,
Augusta
with the

O

5

Wednesday,

yAaf‘—1862, passenger trains will leave
lows:

Augusta

rt

qualities

clayed.

by
pafn

Invalids

SAMBUCI WINE,

Londonderry.

loca'ly,

On and after

CSK.

Persons and

^

c*

i

Mail Line.

day

ingredienttyare
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'

reenCo’y

PRIVATE

rz

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Grape,

"

OCEA\ STEAMSHIP CO’S

Infirmary.

Females, Weakly

5
c
*

!

••

Spruce_100^125

MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLANDR.R.

V

fast

splendid
Steamships
“CHESAPEAKE," ('apt. Willett,
<^^^T^*and "PARKKHSHUKG,” Captain

Country.104®11 do. heavy.30 o31
i oai—(Retail.)
do.
slaughter .32 (o34
Duty From Hr. Provinc-. finer. Callskins. 76 (a 85
e« free, otherforeign Hi-1 I ter Wax loath ly (a) 20

PHYSICIANS'

FOR

For

LINE.

and

HT\E.

PURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,

Portland and \c\v Vork Steamers.

m

SAMBUCI

Ol* Choice Oporto

Varuiih.
Furniture.8-2 (aj 3

«'

lb.10i:g/llc

RAILROADS.

—

IHBCSV

STEAMBOATS.

brathrr.
luty 30 pc ad rat.
few York, light .28 (o30c
do. md. wta.. .30 &81

-——■

85c

ToImi coo.
Duty Leave* unmanu ac- t'oach.3J<® 6
ttired 25, all other kind.< Datnar.34
i *»■ <xi /■-/'.
Wool.
5’s& 10's best br’ds.70 @75c Duty: Costing 18c
$> lb
do.
medium. .»i6 (afiH
and under 5 fc>c, over lKc
do.
common. 60 *62
to 24c V lb 3c, over 24c !
halflbs best br'ds.78 (6,80
9c D tt>.
do. med. good 66 (a 70 Fleece.45 r555c
do. common...60 *62 Lamb*.45 fa53
Natural Leal, lbs *1 «
Zinc.
Fancy, in Foil.U* 2 Duty hi blocks or pigs
Tin.
l?c, in sheets 2c \> ib,
Duty: Pig 15c, Plate* 25 manufactures of 30 4>c
ad raf.
l>c ad ral.
Itanca, cash.43cfa* 44 Fiirs and *1al»*.6J@ 54
Straits, cash.40 a 42 Sheet .VtOsalniann. 11 i a 12
Plates-Char.I .C. 8121 « 13 Sheathing.90
do.
I.X .15 *16
Kxchn ngf.
Coke.11* a 12 London—OOcl. 140 ^ 147
Wood.
l’aiis.J 3 82j(a3 90
Hard, retail.88 @ 9

Common.3$<@

Sperm..‘12 ®3d

••

1

Cored p lb.64
Uncored
lb.2y® 3
Bread.
Duty 30 pc.
Pilot p 100 lb9. 854 @ 5*1
Ship.44 ®
Crackers per bbl.. otv±
100 .35 ®40c
Crackers,
3}
Butter.
Refined .4\g 4 A
iwede.6 (a) tij
Duty 4c P lb.
Family p lb.22 (&24c Norway.01 a 7
ast Steel.22 ,e#24
Store.10 ®17
■ ermau Steel_14
Bennu.
u 16
Marrow p bush82 60@2 75 CnglishfUlis.Steel.16 «al7
Pea.2 75®30Q: ;l»rii»K.9 (a, 10
Blue Pod.2 37®2 02 : meet Iron, Engl, ,6fa 6}
1 beet I roil,Russia. 17 (0/18
Candle*.
Duty: Sperm and Wax9c, do Kus im’t.. 13 @14
Lard.
St can tie 5c, Tallow 24c
barrel, p lb.101/&103
P lb.
Mould p lb.l*Jc<®14 I tops. p

4;j
3]

MEDICAL.
—

u

Duty:
ty lb.
Hyson.75c*81
Raleiug.45 «50
Young Hyson... .76 * 1 [Hemp
-42 ft 50
Oolong ...67 a SO India.20@2o
20c

more

Sliced t> lb.54®04c

.4J<&6

Twine.
Duty: 35 fc>c ad vat.
('"Hi.n Sail.H;}
Max
.40

TctiH,

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
j Expressly corrected for the I’tiesb to January 7.
An add it tonal duty <V
llopna
10 pc in levied on fftl mrr- buty be
p lb.
cha inline not importai di- First Sort, 1862. .14
(&16
rect from the place qf proI roii.
duct um or gi\*wth.
Duty Pig and Stamp #6,
A
Itar not exceeding #60 p
ton vatue #17 p ion, exDuty 10 4Pc ad val.
Pearl p lb.7]@ 8]
ceeding #50 p ton #18,
Pot.74® 8j: less than ± inch thick or

••

Soft.
1

St. Domingo.30 a31 ( lear Pine. No 1 .#38
Rio .32 ® 33
do.
No. 2. 34 a
Mocha.None.
do.
No. 3 24 ^
do.
No.4 14 (g)
Cordage.
Tarred 2]c, Jifanil- f tupping Lumber. 17 (a 18
Duty
la'24, all other 34 P lb. ? pruce.10 a. 11
louse.
13 ^144 | fern lock.8 (a. 10
American p lb
Russia Hemp.104«17 I lox Sh'ks,(cash) 48 :a58c
———————————
Manilla
II 13.
lapb’ds, .S ext. .814 a l'i
do.
Bolt rope, Russia I6tya)\7]
I*
30 u 32
Manilla.14 a 15
do.
M O N T R EA E
}ilDgle»,Ced.ext,2j<8j 3
do.
Cement*
No.1.2 a 21
do. ext. Fine.Si.a 3J !
p bbl.$1 30a 135
I .aths,
Dll. HUGHES'
Drngit nnd I>ye».
Duty: |> tb—Oil Cinna- do. Fine.1 2xa 1 80 |
mon 92, Oil Almond* and I led Oak Staves .30
@85
Otto of Hose 91 60, Oil 1 lol. Hhd. Shooks
Bergamot, Cassia and h Heads,city 275i« 2 87
Established for the treatment nf those diseases in
ON E of the following first-class, power'fores SI, ilydriodateh upar do. city. .275«2 87
both seres, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and i
ful Steamers: III HERMAN, NORTH
do. do. c'trv.l2.3ci 1 50
Potash 75c,Cantharides.
A M ERK AN, NOR W E(. IA N. .1U R A,
delicacy.
Ma site, Ipecac, I!h ubarb, <
sa’d 1 100« 1 20
Roll EM I AN. ANGLO SAXON. NOCONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
Cardamons, Oil Lemon, i 'oun try KifTMui.
VA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec
for a number of years confined his attention to
every SaturII ltd. Shooks. 1 35« 1 50
Anise and Orange, lofor Liverpool, via
morning,
J diseases of a certain class. During his practice he ;
dinehZc, Tolu and1Crude > lash.12T»ttl 50
leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
Passenger*
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
< "ntnphorZ0c, Refined do. 1
.$26 @80
with t'nited State** mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M.,
has lie met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
40c. Tartaric Acid 2»V\ 1 lack me tack Timconnecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
and there is no interruption of business or
change of
(Yearn Tartar, Citric
ber,
p
tun.10@16
morning.
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8 i
Acid, Shellac, Copal. Da- M nlnNM‘1.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 6 Tem- J
mar and Cams used for I hity
6c p pal.
Third ( las'*. $35. First Class, $77 to $02—according
<
pie street. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
like purposes 10c, Aloes,
Jen fit go*.3&g 36
to
accommodation,—-which includes tickets on Grand
in all case's.
.Separate rooms, so that no one will he j
IV rdiqris. Chlorate of \ rinidad.35 a 36
Trunk Railway.
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease I
Potash, Carh. Magnesia ( uba
30 a 31
and retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.
Prepaid
when all other remedies fail: cures without
dieting
<i...
tic, Itoracic Acid, Ye/loir
do. tart
27(tt28
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
or restriction in the habits of the
patient: cures withPrussia! e Potash and do. Muscovado.32 a33 | back. $186.
out the disgusting and sicketiiufir effects of most other
d,'. in,-. Lionotfa. 1 ew Orleans.
/:■
j
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan It Co., Montreal,or to
remedies; cures new cases in a few hours; cures withOralic Acid and Sugar I ortland Syrup, hhds..25
i
out the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
J. L. FARMER.
Lead 4c. Asphaltum
do.
bbls 27
of
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
and Ri-Chro. Potash Zc,
Kail*,
that the blood is sure to absorb, uuless the
June 23.1862.
dtf
proper
Salts, i >«///. Cutlc. Wrought2c,
Epsom
Sago
remedy is need. The
entirely vegetaLiquorice Root, Ri-Carb. Assorted 3c p lt>.
ble. and uo injurious effect, either
or
Sot la, Caustic Soda lc;<
constitutionally
.450®4
75
cau bo caused by using them.
('astor Oil 60c ^gal.,
K’aval Store*.
lOUSG MEN. who aie troubled with seminal
Morphine §2 ft oz., A!- I hit if: Turpentine. Bonin,
weakness, generally caused
bad habits in youth,
um wic
Ctrl., Copperas
Pitch, 7V<r20pc ad rat.,
Hie effects of which are
and dizziness in the
60c t>c»rf.. Muriatic Ac•S’. Turpentiu* 16c pgat.
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
id 10 t>r ad vat., Spong- I ar (foreign)p bbl.S13a.16
BTA' KSTON1B HOIST,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or in/sin-) itch (Coal Tar) S41s
es,
Assafatida.
if neglected, are speedily and
181 Hanover Street.Boston.
permanently
glass. FlorSulphur.Sen- I osin.18 (a 20
cured.
j
na, Arroirroot, (linsengl urpentinc p^al .280&2 85
Formerly Mansion H"un»—conducted on
All correspondence strictly confidential and will e
Hll the
20 $>c. IHeaching PowOakum.
plan. The subscriber has
returned !f desired. Address
leased the above House, and newly furnished it
der* 30c
cwt. Sago'} hitp : Free.
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
50c Iff cwt., Sal Soda and / inericau.8J@
throughout. 1 he House is now open to the public.
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Soda Ash Jc
A. 1*. MORRISON, Proprietor.
lb. t Yude
dec27
Oil.
Portland.
Rrim-stqne S3 and Roll} hit if Sperm, Whale and
MTSeta® stamp for Circular.
jull— d& w Ho
do. 9*> £ ton, Alcoholize
othtr Fish (Jits of for44 go'.
eign fisheries 20 pc ad
“ELI HOUSE/9
Alum
lb.4 i@ 6c
»•«/., Linseed, Hempseed
Aloes.80 a 37
and /tapeseed23c p pal
THE undersigned respectfully informs the
Arrow Root.17 (g/40
Olire 23c,
Salad 50c,
public that be has leaded the above House,
Borax.28 530 1 Palm, Seal and Cocoaon Federal Street, Portland,
-id invites
Brimstone (roll).. AK.u 5
nut 10c p gal.
the travelling community to call and see it
Ki-Caib. Soda.OJ «*>; 1 ortland Koruarnr
be knows “how to keep a hotei." Clean,
Sulphur.•» u ♦'.) llluininat'g Oil 70 'a 76c
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided t tble. attenSal Soda.3]
4 3 lac bine.80 la, 82
tive servant* and moderate charges are the inducea 1 50 ( lurine.
Camphor.140
ments lie bolds out to those whose busitie-s or
E.
DR.
O. (iOl l.D'S
pleasCream Tartar.35 a-56 8 pertn Winter
ure call them to the "Forest
208@210
City.”
•• 14
\ \ bale, ref. Wint 98 {alOO
Logwood ex.12j
JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
do.
Magnesia.28
Crude.90 (a92
Portland, Aug. 19,1862.
dtt
Indigo. M’la, fine.81 j a 2 ( Irand Hank and
Is the first and only remedy ever offered to the pubMadder.17c.a 18
Hay Chaleur. *26 629
lic for the effectual removal of the Ascarides, or PinCENTRAL HOI ST,
Opium.9Z (59\ ,s bore.24 a. 26
Worms, from the hninan system. The high reputaRhubarb.200^225 I .inset *d.*1 32 a 135
tion it has established in the last two years, auu the
L>. G.
Alcohol.87 595 I •oiled.1 360 1 40
fact that it is fast sup rseding all other worm remeFluid.1 10
25 I .ard Oil.1 05a 1 10
dies, is the best test of its great merit.
PASSADUMKE4Q, MAINE.
( Hive Oil.1 76a 1 so
Camphene. 290 m
XV* It affords RELIEF in twenty-four hours, and
Saltpetre.11 @23 ( astor Oil. 2 05tt210
THE subscriber would very respectfully anan entire cure is warranted, when taken
Vitriol.12 (5)
2 eatsfoot Oil-106®112
according
nounce to bis numerous friends, and’ the
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
Onions
Dye wood «•
generally, that durL.r the temporary
(■public
>
This Syrup is also a most valuable
Dufy: LYee.
\ bbl.S3 37@8 60
cathartic,
family
Mcompulsory suspension of ins business he
> bush.1 30a, 1 33
to be always used when
as furnished this well-known house anew, and is
phvsic is required, especially
Brazil Wood.18 (g)
Pn iutn.
for children. It corrects the secretions, gives tone
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon his custo the stomach and l»owels,
Camwood., .4*0- 4] J hit if (hi White Lead dry
assisting nature in her
tomers. and hones by strict attention to their wants
efforts to restore health. It is purely t\f Vegetable
Fustic, Cuba.2 a, 2j or ground in oil and Bed
to merit a continuance of the
patronage which he ha*
Savauvilla Ilia, 2
Lead #2 40 p 100 lt>«,
Extracts, and always **tfe and rmliaJd'e
hitherto received.
E. U. MAYO.
Hy pernio.44<a 5
Litharge 2(c, Oxide of \
Sold in New York by 1Iaj.i. k Rut hel.218 GreenJune 23.1862.
dAwtf
Passadurakeag.
Zinc 2^c P lb, Prussian
Logwood,
wich street: in Bostou
"to. C. Goodwin & Co.,
Campeachy.2 (5-2*
Blue, Vermilion, Chrome
12 Marshall street, and oilier Wholesale Druggists.
BATH
St. Domingo.lja 2
Yellow, Venetian Red 25,
Sold in Portland by H. II. HAY and all the princiExtract
Spanish Brown dm 20.
pal Druggists.
deed 3m
O.
U M M K
N’ic
Wood.
in oil 30 pc <ul ra/., Yet5,'
"
Peach
loir and other Ochre*
.3?a- 4j
POOR RICHARD'S
386, Washington St., Bath.
a 34
Red
P lOu lbs. Pari* White
dru 60c, in oil 8150,
.2 %
Sapan
•••Terms 81 per day. Stable conne*. ^
quercitron Bark. 2*5: 2J Whiting bOc f> 100 lbs
with house.
Red Sanders.8 a 6 1 "tPd Lead, iu oil.810,a 101
1 -ewis Load,
Dark.
Hath .1 iin«* 23 W.!
‘V’O Organs of the human system arc more imporI •oston Load,
Duty 30 f»c ad ral.
..9? a
1
tant to health and comfort than the Eye and
1 t ouch Zinc,
lo*/104
Ravens.45c@
SAGADAHOCK
J
No.
90
iner. Zinc,
Portland.
3.
8 .« 8i
(5)
Exit, and yet none are less understood or more neg1 lochelle Yellow
No. 10. 6t>®
a 3j
3
Alfred Carr,
lected. They seem to pass even common observation,
ng. Veu. Red-3 a 3i
and yet every part of the body is dependent
BATH. MAINE.
1
55
upon
I led Lead.10.5
Tent Duck,
them for life and health.
j
TIIE City of Hath ia one of the healthiest
U. S. 10 oz.56 @
Plnatcr.
"
localities ou the coast of
1 tutu: Free,
12 oz.06
Maine—delightfulPoor Richard's Eye and Ear H ater
Iv situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
I er ton Soft.1 75a 1 78
Fen them.
from the sea. and aflbrda one ol the ino-t
1
a*l
30
ral.
1
Is a new and rare discovery, which is most wonderlard.lboul 02
Duty
pc
inviuug
retreats from the dust and turmoil oi our
Live (ieese p lb 50 <i66 (
ful in its operations, putting to blush the old systems
large cities*
I'roi iaiona.
I{u<»ia.25 ^
The Sagadahock is one of the
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
i hity Beef and Pork lc.
Fiiah.
finest, most spacious. aru] best appointed Hotels in the
Lard, Bacon and Ham*
State, located
a* good.
Below w© give the certificate of Rev. P. S.
Duty: For 100 lb* foreign
within thare minutes walk of the
Steamboat
Herring 8 1, 2c, Butter and ('hee*e 4c
caught
Depot,
IIkskon. Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
Landing, Post Office, Custom House, Ac., being diMackerel $2, Salmon 83: ( b’go Mess lh 1.812 (a 14
and all other pickled in 1 orlland do.
rectly in tire business centre of the City.
Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
12lfal3
bbl9. 8150 P bbl., other-1 "tPdext. do.
Trrum Modrrnlr by (hr Week or
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical
14 al41
Day.
irise 50c p cirt. From 1 ork, extra clear lfii'ta 17
Bath, June 23. 1S<32.
dtf
; value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.
Province* free.
1 ork,
Pi! 1 LA DEL 1*111 A, Oct. 17, 1862.
Cod larjre p qut..84c£ 4J 1 ork, moss. 14ha 15
small.3a 3; 1 ork, extra do
From injuries received in my right eye, when a
al44
Pollock.2fa, 2? 1 brk. Prime. 11 a in
FAIRBANKS’
a
chronic inflammation had been produced, in
I boy,
1 j a 111 lx Prime.12 J« 13
Haddock,
of
which I suffered constaut martyrconsequence
Hake, .1 55a 1 75 I lound Ilogs. t; «i5j
dom.
Herrin*,81iorepbl.4 a 4J I I a ins.lO al lc
Every moment of my w aking life w as embltdo, Labrador., none. < ity Smok'd Hams.none.
; tered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
do. Scahnlpbx 83d 40c
Produce.
A variety of remedies had beeu resorted to with*
do. No. 1.2/k«30 1 loot p «ju’r p lb 6 (®
7J
1 ggs, p doz
Mackerel p bbl.,
! out success, aud 1 entertained the purpose, as a last
18 fa 19
1 otatoea, pbbl.$i 5t*xi 1 75
KavNo.l....
810iri.ll
! resort, of
having the ball taken out of its socket, in
Hav No. 2.7Mt 8 4 hickeAs, Spring 8 io 10
the hope of thus finding relief.
These celebrated Scales are still made br the origllav No. 3.51 § 6 I a mb.5 io 8
inal inventors, (and only by Til km ,) ami are conShore No. 1 ...10ia 11 1 urkiea. 9 u 12
In the meantime, most providentially, I noticed
2
stancy receiving all the improvements which their
7}a 7H eose.9 tglO
one day in a shop window a bottle of POUR RICHdo. (medium). 4) a 4$ > eal.none.
long experience and skill can suggest.
ARD'S EYE WATER. 1 had never heard ol it bedo. iMnall).3,(i
1 ickles, p bbl...
8$
They are correct in principle, thoroughly made,
Fruit.
K
but
icc.
determined to try it, and did. with the most
fore,
gf the tpest materials, and are perfectly accurate and
('leaned
Lemon*,
PadDuty
Orange*,'I
durable
in operation.
hity:
11c,
results.
In a very few days the painful
delightful
Han ana* and Plantain*
dy 2c p lb.
irritation was removed: 1 could bear the strongest
2o pc ad ral., Almond* 1 *«• V lb.6J®
7}
For sale, in every variety, as
K 11 in.
and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
4c, and Shelled do. 6c 4*
I light,
lb. Nut* and /fate* 2c 1 ortland distilled .53 a 55c
I now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
Goal amt Railroad Scale*!
Hay,
lb,
t'nrrant*,
Figs,
SalrrnlUN.
p
niy eye seems at ail di*i>o*cd to annoy me, 1 give it a
Plums, Prune* and liai- S aleratus p lb.64® 7c
BUTCHERS’, GROCERS’, DRUGGISTS’, CONsin*
5c
lb.
(Htron
30
is
Suit.
and
that
an
end
of
P
it. I would not be with; dose,
FECTION EKS’ and GOLD
1 hity
In hulk 18c, and in
pe ad ral.
out it for any amount of moucy. 1 take occasion to
Almond#- Jordan p tb,
bag* 24c p 100 tbs.
that
say, further,
Soft Shell.2<* ^t2'2c 1 urk's Is.,
my wife used to suffer severely at
Iliad.

that he Wits much impressed by the
statement.
“It is, indeed very strange,” said lie. and
after what lias liapiiened 1 do not think I am
at liberty to leave the matter without further
iuquiry. Important business will prevent my
accompanying you in your search, but I will
place two police otllcers at your command.
Go once more to the hovel, see its inhabitants,
and search every part of iL fun may perhaps make some important discovery.”
I sutlered but very few moments to elapse
before I was on my way, accompanied by two
officers, and we soon reached the cottage.—
We knocked, and after waiting some time, an
old man opened the door. lie received us
somewhat uncivilly, but showed no mirk of
suspicion, nor, indeed, of any other emotion,
when we told him we wished to search the
bouse.
“Very weli, gentlemen, as fast and as soon
as you like,” was the reply.
j
“Have you a well here?”
i times from protracted pain in and over her eye and
“No, sir; we are obliged to go for water to
she has found Poor Richard's Eye Water a sova spring at a considerable distance.”
We searched the house, which I did, I con- j ercign specific in her case, giving her almost instant
fess, with a kind of feverish excitement, ex- relief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
pecting every moment to bring some fatal se- personally received, cannot out commend the preparation to all who have been sufferer# like myself.
cret to light.
Meanwhile the man gazed upon
I*. S. HENSON,
us with an impenetrable
vacancy of look, and
we at list lelt the cottage without seeing anyPastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1430 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
thing to confirm my suspicious. 1 resolved to
tile garden once inure; and a number
ty Numerous certificates of a similar character
inspect
of idlers having by this time collected, drawn
might be ftirnished.
to the spot by the sight of a stranger with
two armed men
Poor RichimPs Eye and Ear Water
engaged in searching the
premises, I made inquiries of some of them Is truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and Diswhether they knew anything about a well iq
eased Eyes, Dim VisiOL and Weak Eyes, Deafness,
that place. I could get no information at first,
Noise in the Head. Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neubut at length an old woman cams: slowly forralgia, with all kindred diseases. It i# passed into
warn, leaning on a CTO tell.
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
“A well!” cried she; “Is it n well you are
looking alter? That lias been gone these thir- the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Store# in this city. Prick 25 cents per Bottle.
ty years. I remember it, as if it were

directly
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Franklin House, Bangor.
Skowhegan House, Skowhegan.
Lewiston Housr, Lewiston.
Winthrop House. Wiuthrop.
Elmwood House. Waterville.
Litchfield Corner House.

FLOUE, COEN AND PEODUOE
No. S Qalt Block Commercial Street,
PORTLAND, Ml
ANDREW T. DOLE.

June 23.

Stoddard House. Farmington.
Revere House. Vassal boro.
11 allowed House. Hallowed.
China House. China.
Franklin House, Augusta.

Cushnne House. Augusta.

FRANKLIN C MOODT.

eodtf

Abbott’s School Farmington.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School,
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Dr. If s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Their action is speciAc and
Female

Irregularities.

certainofproduc.il/rreliefiuashorttime
Ana it invaluable in all cases of obLADIES will

structions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
S« ut to any part of the couutrv with fall directions,
DR HUGHES*
bv addressing
'No. 6 Temple Street, eorner of Middle, Portland.
N. B

Kent's Hill.
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Temple Street, which they
their especial accomm.niation.
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own sex.
ance.

LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience iu constant attend-
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